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Summary 
In case of accidents, for example radiation leakage from power plants or natural disasters such as oil 

leakages from tankers into the ocean, the success of a rescue mission is dependent of accurate 

information from the site at an early stage.To be able to go in at close range without risking the 

health of a pilot and a crew; a UAV, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, can be used. In this project, a concept 

study of such a plane that was light built and easy to transport was made. 

The study was made using the softwares Solid Edge, to design the aircraft, and Matlab, to evaluate 

the models used to describe the plane’s performance during flight. Some aspects, such as cost, 

strength and durability were neglected. 

The plane was equipped with an electric engine, to make it environmentally friendly. A winch start 

procedure was studied and showed to spare a lot of energy, which could be used to increase the 

aircrafts range.  

The mass of the plane was set to     kg,     kg of batteries included, and the span to    m. The 

service level was set to     m giving a range of      km if using the winch for the take-off or     

km if using the engine. The cruise speed was      m/s, which was the speed requiring minimum 

energy per distance, and the corresponding power requirement was     kW.   
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1. Introduction 
Vindöga 2012 was made as a bachelor thesis as part of the studies at the Master  program in Vehicle 

Engineering at The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden. The aim of the project was to 

design a small aircraft that was environmentally friendly, compared to the ones driven by 

combustion engines. It was decided to make an unmanned airplane driven by an electrical engine, to 

be used for surveillance of land- and coastal areas. The navigation was to be performed in an 

autonomic way and the plane should carry some equipment, such as a film- and/or an IR-camera, 

with it to collect information about the surveyed areas. A long time of flight and a long range was 

considered more important than a high speed and the design was therefore inspired by sailplanes, as 

they were thought to have good aerodynamic properties for this purpose. Further inspiration from 

sailplanes gave the idea of using a winch for the take-off to save energy. 

A basic design was to be presented and the plane’s energy consumption and performance during 

take-off, steady level flight- and turn was to be estimated. Since the time for the task was limited 

there was no time to perform detailed studies of all the different areas and a more general approach 

had to be taken in the design process. Economic aspects are of course of big importance in 

developing processes, but these were only briefly considered here since it was deemed more 

important to focus on the design solutions. Materials that would have given unrealistically high costs 

were not chosen but otherwise the budget was considered to be fairly unlimited. 
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2. Pilot study 
The task to design a small, environmentally friendly aircraft was very open and several different 

possibilities were discussed. Quite soon it was decided to make an airplane that should be used to 

collect information about land- and coastal areas and that it should be unmanned to save weight and 

thereby also energy. As for different ways to power the plane, the most relevant were considered to 

be by batteries or by fuel cells. The two alternatives were compared considering weight, energy per 

mass and volume and also how easy they would be to handle. For the fuel cell option, research [17] 

showed that strong containers would be needed to store the gas. This would both demand space and 

give extra weight to the plane so when rough calculations showed that the power needed to drive 

the plane was not very high it was decided to go for the battery option instead. Another contributing 

factor to the decision was the fact that recharging, or changing, the batteries seemed to be much 

easier than to reload the containers with gas, a process that would involve the gas having to be 

severely compressed. 

When the electric engine plus battery option was chosen the possibility to place solar cells on the 

wings was looked into. The idea was to use the solar energy to recharge the batteries but it was soon 

abandoned since rough calculations [16] showed that the energy extracted this way only would give 

a negligible contribution to the power needed to drive the plane forward.  

It was then investigated if a significant amount of energy could be saved by using a winch to haul the 

plane into the air, instead of letting it start on its own with its motor. Since the energy needed for the 

plane to climb to the same height that the winch was expected to take it to was considerably large, it 

was decided to study this option more closely. 

The internet was then browsed to collect information about different types of engines and batteries. 

A specific engine [6] was considered especially interesting since it was very light and seemed to be 

able to give sufficient power. As for the batteries lithium batteries seemed to be very common on the 

market. This was perceived as very positive, since they were then assumed to be both easy to get a 

hold on and easy to handle.  
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3. Method 

Areas and weight 

The process of setting values for the areas and weight for the plane was performed in different 

cycles. 

Part 1 

At first rough estimates had to be made to get some sort of feel for what would be a good size and 

weight for the plane. This was partly accomplished by studying different types of sailplanes on the 

market [15] and partly by performing calculations based on approximated data to study how results 

such as energy consumption, rate of climb, different velocities etc. depended on the different 

variables. The next step was to set the parameters, perform the calculations, study the results and 

decide whether the performance was satisfactory or not. As long as it was considered that the results 

could be improved, some of the parameters were changed. The new results were analyzed and so 

the iterative process continued until a satisfactory tradeoff between energy consumption, cruise 

speed and maximum covered distance was found. 

Part 2 

When the analysis of the flight, with the parameters set as described above, was finished it was 

considered to be interesting to see how good the results obtained from “randomly” choosing the 

parameters actually were. It was suspected that the plane would actually consume considerably less 

energy if the parameters were set using a more methodical approach and it was therefor decided to 

look into that possibility. The idea was to see how the energy consumption for a certain distance 

depended on variables such as span, surface area and battery volume and then use the results as 

guidelines when choosing the parameters. The expression for the energy per distance was therefore 

differentiated and local and global extreme values were searched for. The possible values for the 

parameters were restricted since the plane had to meet some criteria considering size, minimum 

speed and distance of flight. The procedure is described in more detail in Part 2 of the Calculations.  

Note that the purpose of the method was not to find an optimal solution but to get a help for setting 

better values to the parameters. Since a lot of other aspects, such as strength and durability, would 

have to be considered in a later stage of a more thorough design process than this one, it was 

deemed fairly useless to find optimal values at this point. This was because the optimal values would 

probably change when more conditions were set. The requirements at this stage were 

 Having a cruise speed of at least 30 m/s (108 km/h) 

 Being able to fly at least 1000 km 

 Have a wingspan less than or equal to 15 m 

The first two criteria were set so that the plane would be able to collect information about a pretty 

large area in a reasonable time. The third criterion was set so that the plane should be easy to handle 

and easy to transport. 

Part 3 

In the third part the performance of the airplane was analyzed once more. This time the values of the 

design parameters set in the second part were used and the calculations were performed using the 

same equations as in Part 1. 
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When the final values of the parameters were set it was time to place the different components 

(wings, engine, batteries etc.) in suitable positions. To keep the plane stable in pitch, it was crucial 

that the center of gravity was closer to the nose of the plane than the aerodynamic center was. The 

components were therefore placed in an iterative process until a satisfactory stability margin was 

reached. 

Flight performance and energy consumption 

The flight was divided into different parts which were analyzed separately. 

Take off 

Engine 

For the take-off when using the engine it was considered interesting to see how the speed and 

distance changed as a function of time during the acceleration to the take-off speed, i.e. when the 

plane left the ground. This was done to see how long runway was needed and what time it would 

take for the plane to get into the air.  

The next step was to study the climb to the service level. It was considered interesting to find the 

maximum climb angle and also the maximum rate of climb. The speeds corresponding to the 

maximum values were, of course, also of interest and so was the time that the climb to service level 

was expected to take. Another interesting piece of information was the amount of energy required 

to take the plane to the service level, the acceleration on the ground included. Another thing of 

interest was at what altitude the absolute ceiling was and also at what height the service ceiling was. 

Winch 

For the winch start it was considered interesting to see how the speed and distance varied with time, 

both on the ground and during the climb, and also how long time was needed for the plane to reach 

the service level. The energy consumption for the winch, ground part included, was also deemed as 

interesting information.  

Information about the set-up for a take-off using a winch is presented in Appendix 4. 

Steady level flight 

Once the plane had climbed to the service level an analysis of the steady level flight began. Since the 

aim of the project was to make an environmentally friendly airplane it was of interest to find the 

cruise speed requiring the minimum energy per distance. Other information of interest was the 

speed requiring the minimum thrust, and the corresponding value of the force. Also the speed 

requiring minimum power, and the value of that power, was deemed as interesting information and 

so was the maximum velocity the plane could keep and the corresponding power. 

Turn 

The planes performance during turn was also considered to be interesting. This was studied while the 

plane was keeping a constant altitude and a constant speed and the goal was to find the maximum 

rate of turn and the minimum turning radius as a function of different values of the constant speed. 

Some factors limiting the performance were the available power from the propeller and also the 

maximum allowable value of the load factor, i.e. the ratio between the lift force and the weight of 

the plane. 
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Energy 

Lithium batteries were to be used to power the plane. The batteries contained a specific amount of 

energy per mass and volume and it was of interest to see how long range could be obtained when 

having a limited mass or space available for the batteries. An increased amount of batteries would 

give more energy to the plane, but it was suspected that the extra weight would increase the power 

needed to drive the plane forward. It was therefore decided to make an analysis to see if at some 

distance the batteries actually required more energy to fly, than the energy that they were able 

supply.  

Stability 

To make sure that the plane was stable in pitch, it was important to know the location of the center 

of gravity and the aerodynamic center. For the plane to be stable it was crucial that the center of 

gravity was placed closer to the nose of the plane than the aerodynamic center was. The center of 

gravity could not be positioned too close to the nose though, since this would make the plane 

difficult to control in pitch.  

Design 

CAD 

A CAD was made in Solid Edge [19] to make the design process easier. The hull was first drawn to get 

the right proportions with an 8 mm carbon fiber and epoxy construction. The cad model was then cut 

in half along the pitch plane. This made it possible to model inside the aircraft. The battery package 

and other instruments were also modeled and “mounted” inside the aircraft. All components were 

mounted along a rail inside the aircraft. This gave the opportunity to move components and adjust 

the center of gravity.  

Material 

When deciding the material for the airplane different sailplanes on the market were studied, to see 

what materials seemed to be commonly used. 

Airfoil 

The requirement for the airfoil for the main wing was that it should be able to give a high enough 

value of the lift coefficient to meet the requirements for the different parts of the flight. For the tail 

wing a symmetric airfoil was wanted. Data for different airfoils were therefore studied [3 and 11]. 

Equipment 

Propulsion 

It was decided to equip the aircraft with a propeller. When using the winch for the take-off the 

propeller should be hidden inside the body to reduce the drag. Two options were studied. The first 

one was to place the engine at the back of the aircraft behind the cockpit. This technique was well 

known and used on many glider aircrafts around the world. The other alternative was to have a 

separable nosecone and place the propeller behind it [14]. When separating the nosecone from the 

body the propeller would fold out and stay out thanks to the centripetal acceleration.  

Batteries 

For the batteries the main requirement was that they should hold as much energy as possible per 

mass and volume. A huge number of different types of batteries were studied and it was soon clear 
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that the more energy they could hold the more explosive and dangerous they became. Since the 

pilot’s health could be removed from the equation, it was decided that the increased risk of carrying 

batteries that were not completely safe was ok. The batteries that were clearly unstable, need of 

cooling equipment etc. were rejected. Battery packages of the size needed are often built by a large 

number of battery cells which are connected serial and parallel to give the right current and voltage. 

This gave the opportunity to design a battery package in a shape that was optimal to fit inside the 

aircraft. To make the batteries easy to change it was decided that the nosecone of the aircraft should 

be removable, so that the batteries could be lifted in and out easily. To minimize the time that the 

aircraft had to stay on the ground to recharge, it was thought to be a good idea to have an extra set 

of batteries in a trailer used to transport the plane. This would make it possible to quickly switch the 

used batteries to new ones and then recharge the old ones while the plane was away on its next 

mission. 

Electrical engine 

In the search for an electrical engine, weight was the biggest concern. The plane needed a powerful 

engine with low weight that could produce enough thrust for the aircraft to lift on its own. It was also 

requested that, in case of lack of energy, the engine should be able to function as a generator to 

supply the most vital instruments with energy during the landing. 

Engine controller 

To be able to control the thrust and handle the energy control, it was needed to equip the aircraft 

with an engine controller. The controller should be connected to the aircraft’s flight controller, so 

that the thrust could be controlled from the ground. The controller should also be able to monitor 

the engines temperature, to make sure that it did not get overheated. This was particularly 

important since the plane’s engine would be cooled by air. 

Servo 

Servo motors were to be used to steer the aircraft. Four servos were needed, one for the elevator, 

one for the rudder and two for the ailerons. The servos were to be connected to the flight control 

system. 

Flight control system 

Tuff requirements were set on the flight control system. The system had to be able to control the 

aircraft during take-off and climb. It also had to be able to follow a preprogrammed flight route and 

control the landing on its own, even in bad weather conditions. It should also be possible to control 

the plane from the ground. Also, the flight controller needed to be able to adjust the flight plan from 

input from a flight computer. 

Flight computer 

To be able to communicate with the operator, analyze pictures and make changes to the flight plan, 

it was necessary to equip the plane with a flight computer. It was decided to use a laptop to handle 

the communication between the different components and the operator. 

Camera equipment 

A camera should be used to take high definition photos and video recordings. The photos and videos 

had to be digital so that they could be sent through the flight computer to the operator on the 

ground. The plane should also be equipped with an infra-red camera that was able to find people in 
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the water or lost in the forest. Also these pictures had to be digital so that they could be sent to the 

operator. 

Power consumption 

At last, the power consumption for the components was to be estimated. 
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4. Calculations 
The calculations were performed in different cycles with varying accuracy. The equations were 

implemented in Matlab [18] to get the results in a fast and efficient way. The code is attached in 

Appendix 5. As for the equations, the ones denoted by * were given by [17]. 

Part 1, Rough calculations 

Since basically no parameters, such as weight and areas, were known from the start some very rough 

estimates had to be made from data for airplanes on today´s market. As described in the Method 

part, this was an iterative process where different values were tested, before settling for some values 

that were considered to be satisfactory. The process of estimating the parameters is described in 

Appendix 2. The estimated values are listed below, along with the values of some constants.  

      kg 

      kg 

     kg 

        m 

       m 

           

           

  0.0182 

                 
         

     m 

     m2 

              kW 

             

         

                           kW 

           (
       

    
)
    

     N 

       m/s2 

      kg/m3 

Where   is the mass of the plane, equipment included, and    and    are the masses of the front- 

and back wheel respectively.    and    are the radiuses of the front and back wheel.       is the 

maximum value of the lift coefficient and   is a constant depending on some design parameters.     
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denotes the minimum value of drag coefficient and       is the maximum value of the drag 

coefficient.   is the span and            and         are the maximum power and the efficiency of 

the engine         and        , from [Equation 3.11 a, 4], are the maximum values of the power 

and the thrust available from the propeller and      is the efficiency.   is the gravity constant and   

is the density of the air.  

The value of         was given by [6] as        The value 0.92 was therefore used to be sure not to 

overestimate the performance.      depended on lots of variables, such as the rounds per minute, 

advance ratio, diameter etc, but in this case the efficiency of the propeller was estimated to 0.8. The 

reason was that it would require a lot of work to get a good estimate of the precise efficiency and, 

since there already were lots of insecure input parameters in the model, estimating the efficiency in 

this way was not considered to make much of a difference for the accuracy of the results. 

Take-off, Engine 

The take-off was divided into two parts. One on the ground when then the plane had not yet lifted 

and one during the climb to service level when the plane was gaining height. 

Ground 

 

 

Figure 1. Forces acting on the plane during the ground part of the take-off.  

  

For the ground part the following equations were used 

  
 

 
    ( )    (1.1*) 

             (1.2*) 

             (1.3*) 

           
     (1.4*) 

  
 

       
     (1.5*) 

   
 

 
      

     (1.6) 

   
 

 
      

     (1.7) 

 𝐷 

𝑣 

𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 

x 

y 
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      ( )     {
       
      ( )

    (1.8) 

 ( )  (      ( )   ( )) (
  

  
  

  

  
      )   (1.9a) 

Where   denotes the dynamic pressure,   the lift,   the drag,       a constant typical for small 

airplanes,    the moment o inertia for the front wheel,    the moment of inertia for the back wheel, 

       the driving force and   the acceleration.    and    are very small compared to      so they 

could be neglected, in this case however they were not. 

Equation (1.9 a) was obtained from Figure 1. 

The equations (1.1) – (1.9 a) resulted in a set of first order differential equations for the acceleration 

  

  
  ( )   (1.9b) 

  

  
  ( )    (1.9c) 

which were solved numerically. This gave the velocity   and the distance   as a function of   and also 

the time       needed to accelerate the plane from standstill to the velocity        , when the plane 

left the ground. The power         needed during the first part was calculated according to 

       ( )        ( )   ( )   (1.10) 

and the energy         was determined from 

        ∫        ( )  
     
 

   (1.11) 

The energy supplied by the batteries            was then found from 

                           (1.12) 

where the systems efficiency      is a function of the engines efficiency         and the propellers 

efficiency      

                     (1.13) 

Climb 
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Figure 2. Forces acting on the plane during the climb to service level 

From Figure 2 the following equations were obtained  

 ( )       ( ( ))    (1.14*) 

    ( )       ( ( ))   (1.15*) 

            (1.16*) 

Where  ( ) represents the climb angle,   the planes weight and    the available driving force. 

Equations (1.15) and (1.16) gave 

   ( ( ))  
(
  
 
  ( ))

 
    (1.17*) 

where    is the available power. Since  ( ) was a function of the velocity equation (1.17) was 

differentiated and the derivative set equal to zero to find the maximum value of     ( ( )) and 

thereby also     ( ) and the corresponding velocity          . This gave 

     ( ( ))

  
  (

  

 
 
 

  
       (

 

 
)
  
     

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  
)     (1.18*) 

and Newton-Raphson´s method to solve equations was then used to find          . The maximum 

value of  ( ) could then be found as  

            (    ( (         )))   (1.19) 

The Rate of climb    , defined as 

          ( ( ))    (1.20*) 

could be written as 

    
  

 
     

 

 
   (

 

 
)
  
      

 

 
 
 

 

     ( )

 
    (1.21*) 

The     was a function of the plane´s velocity. To find the maximum value equation (1.21) was 

differentiated and its derivative set equal to zero giving 
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     (1.22*) 

where small angles were assumed and thereby     ( )    and     ( )   . 

The velocity         giving the maximum value of the     could then be found according to 

        [
 

 
 (

 

     
)

 

 
 
 

 
]

 

 

   (1.23*) 

and the maximum value of the rate of climb        was then 

       
  

 
 

 

√ 
 √                (1.24*) 

The corresponding climb angle         was determined from 

   (       )          
      

 
   (1.25*) 

 

and the time        for the climb between the heights      and       , i.e. the ground and the 

service level, was calculated according to 

       ∫   
  
  

    (1.26*) 

A variable substitution was performed 

   
  

   
     (1.27*) 

giving 

       ∫
  

   

  
  

    (1.28*) 

The maximum value of     was approxiamated to be independent of the altitude between the 

heights    and    and this maximum value was used to give as short rise time as possible. This gave 

       
(     )

      
    (1.29) 

The power needed during the climb process        was calculated from 

                         (1.30) 

resulting in a constant value. The energy consumption for the climb        was then determined 

from 

       ∫          
  
  

 ∫
      

      
  

  
  

 
      

      
(     )  (1.31*) 

The energy supplied by the battreies           was then found from 
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                         (1.32*) 

To determine the absolute ceiling     , defined as the height where         , equation (1.24) 

was used. The density and temperature could no longer be considered to be constant, but a function 

of the altitude. The International Standard Atmosphere [12 equation (3.13), and 13 equation (1)], 

gave 

 ( )     (
     

      
)
 (

 

  
  )

    (1.33) 

     ( )               (1.34) 

where        kg/m3 and               K are reference values at sea level and             

is the change in temperature as a function of the altitude. Note that      ( ) here denotes a 

temperature and not, as in the other parts, the thrust. The derivative of equation (1.24) was 

calculated using the chain-rule 

       

  
 
    

  
 
  

  
    (1.35) 

To simplify the calculations some constants were introduced 

     √
     

 
    (1.36) 

     √
 

     
 
 

 
    (1.37) 

    

  
 
     

 
  
 

  
 (
  

 
)
 
 

 
 
  

  
   (1.38) 

Where  

  

  
  

     (
 

  
  )

      
 (

     

      
)
 (

 

  
  )

   (1.39) 

To find the height where        was equal to zero equation (1.24) was solved numerically with help 

from the expressions above.  

The Equations (1.33) and (1.34) are only valid for altitudes from sea level up to       m. This meant 

that another model would have to be used for heights above       m. In this study however, the 

plane was not supposed to operate on such high altitudes, so if the the absolute ceiling turned out to 

be too high for the model used, the absolute ceiling was only noted to be above       m but no 

exact value of the altitude was calculated. 

The service ceiling        , defined as the height where              m/s, was determined in 

the same way as the absolute ceiling but this time Newton-Raphson was used to find out where 

(            ) was equal to zero. 

Winch start 

The take-off was divided into two parts, one on the ground and one for the climb to service level. 
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Ground Part 
 

    
Figure 3. Forces acting on the plane during the ground part of the winch start  
  

At the ground the winch pulled with a constant force        resulting in the equation 
 

 ( )  
        ( )
  

  
  

  

  
      

   (1.40) 

 
i.e. equation (1.9a) but with        instead of       . The acceleration was thus given by a 
differential equation, which was implemented in Matlab and solved numerically. The time        it 

took to accelerate the plane from standstill to the wanted velocity         , when the plane left the 

ground, was obtained from the code. 
 
The power supply needed for the winch during this part was given by 
 

            ( )                ( )  (1.41) 

And the energy was then determined from 

             ∫             ( )  
      
 

  (1.42) 

The energy supplied to the winch by some source on the ground became 

                   
            

      
  (1.42 b) 

where        denotes the efficiency of the winch and was given an estimated value of     . 

 
Climb Part 
 
When the plane had reached the desired velocity, another model had to be used. During this part the 
speed was supposed to remain constant at the value       . 

 
Figure 3 shows the forces acting on the plane 
 

 𝐷 
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𝐹𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 
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Figure 4. Forces acting on the plane during the climb part of the winch start  
  

 
This resulted in the equations  

            ( )       ( )       ( )        (1.43) 

                ( )       ( )       ( )        (1.44) 

         (
  

  
)   (1.45) 

         (
     

  
)   (1.46) 

Where            .    is the horizontal distance between the plane and the winch when the 
plane left the ground and     denotes the flight distance in the  -direction. 
 
A constant speed meant that the square of the speed was constant as well. To maintain a constant 
value of        equation  

     
    

     (1.47) 

 
was differentiated with respect to   and its derivative set equal to zero, yielding 

    
  

  
       (1.48) 

 
From equations (1.43) - (1.46) it was possible to solve for       , giving 
 

      ( )      ( )       (1.49) 
 

      ( )      ( )       (1.50) 
 

      ( )     ( )       (1.51) 
 

   
  

  
    (1.52) 
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𝛽 
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𝐹𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑐  

𝑚𝑔 
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   (1.53) 

 
 
where the parameters             were introduced to make the calculations easier. As for the 
accelerations the following expressions were obtained from equations (1.43) and (1.44) 
 

   
               ( )      ( )       ( )

 
  (1.54) 

   
           ( )       ( )       ( )

 
  (1.55) 

The set of differential equations were implemented in Matlab [18] and solved numerically, giving the 

speed in the different directions,    and   , and the force needed from the winch as a function of 

time. The speeds were then numerically integrated to get the position of the plane as a function of 

time. The iterative process stopped at the time     , that is when the plane was either sinking instead 

of gaining height or had passed the winch position in the  -direction. The plane was then released 

from the winch and supposed to fly on its own.  

The flight trajectory depended a lot on what speed the plane had when it left the ground. Since it 

was difficult to predict the speed that would take the plane to the wanted altitude          m, the 

winch start calculations were performed in an iterative process where the initial value for the take-

off speed was set pretty low and then increased in each iteration until it was high enough for the 

plane to climb to the wanted altitude.  

The length of the winch wire as a function of the time was  

     ( )  √     ( )
    ( )

   (1.56) 

The power needed from the winch was then obtained according to 

             ( )  ( 
      

  
)  (1.57a) 

the minus sign since the power is positive when the length of the winch wire is decreasing. The 

energy was determined from 

       ∫       ( )  
    
     

   (1.57b) 

The total power and energy for the whole winch-start was then calculated as 

                                (1.58) 

                                (1.59) 

This meant that the energy 

            
          
      

 

had to be supplied to the winch by some energy source on the ground.  
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The model described above presumed that the air surrounding the airplane was still, i.e. that there 

was no wind. This might be the case on a hot summer day but more usual is that some sort of wind is 

actually affecting the climb. It was therefore decided to study the case of a constant wind in the  - 

and  -directions,    and   , see Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Forces acting on the plane during the climb part of the winch start with wind 

The requirement of a constant speed for the plane was now referred to as a constant speed relative 

the surrounding air and once again this led to equations (1.43) – (1.46). This time, however, the 

coordinate system following the airplane was moving relative the ground with the same velocity as 

the wind speed. This gave an absolute speed,     and    , relative the ground as 

            (1.60) 

            (1.61) 

where    and    denotes the velocity vomponents of the wind relative the groud. Note the 

difference between       and        , where       represents the plane’s speed relative the 

surrounding air and         represents the plane’s speed relative the ground. The angles,    and 

  , were defined as 

          (
  

  
)   (1.62) 

          (
     

   
)   (1.63) 

Where the distance     and     relative the ground were gotten from  

    ∫       
  
  

   (1.64) 

    ∫       
  
  

   (1.65) 
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The new system was solved numerically using Matlab [18] in the same way as for the winch start 

without the wind.  

Steady level flight 

Once the plane had climbed to the service level a new model of the flight was used, see Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Forces acting on the plane during steady level flight 

The velocity was considered to be constant giving the equations 

       (1.66*) 

          (1.67*) 

Together with equations (1.1) - (1.4) this gave 

    ( )       ( )      
  

 ( )  
  (1.68*) 

To find the velocity       , requiring minimum thrust      , equation (1.68) was differentiated with 

respect to   and the derivative set equal to zero 

     

  
         

  

    
    (1.69*) 

Solving for    and comparing with equation (1.1) gave 

   
 

   
 (
 

 
)
 
 (

 

 
     )

 
  (1.70*) 

And so        was found to be 

       √(
 

 
)
 
 
 

   
 (
 

 
)
  

   (1.71*) 

It was possible find        by solving equation (1.69) for  , since the minimum value of       

occured at this value of  . 

The corresponding minimum thrust could then be expressed as 

 𝐷 

𝑣 

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜 

x 

y 

𝑊 

𝐿 
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       √          (1.72*) 

Another velocity considered interesting was       , i.e. the velocity requiring minimum power 

     . This gave the equation 

 ( )   ( )      (1.73*) 

Which was differentiated and its derivative set equal to zero yielding 

  

  
 
 

 
        

  
      

   
 
 

  
    (1.74*) 

       was then found to be 

       √
 

 
 (
 

 
)
 
 
 

   
 (
 

 
)
  

  (1.75*) 

And the corresponding       could be calculated according to 

       (      )          (1.76*) 

The third interesting velocity was       , i.e. the velocity requiring minimum energy per distance 

      

     ( )  ∫  (   )  
    

  
 { (   )      ( )     ( )}      ( )      (1.77) 

Once again the expression was differentiated and its derivative set equal to zero 

  

  
               

      

   
 
 

  
    (1.78) 

giving  

       √
      

     
    

 
   (1.79) 

which is the same as the equation giving       , i.e. equation (1.71).  

          (      )       (1.80) 

The maximum velocity      was found from the equation 

    ( )   ( )      (1.80 b) 

which was solved numerically and the corresponding power       was calculated according to 

          (    )          (1.80 c) 

Energy 

Lithium batteries were used to supply the engine with energy. These had an energy density of 

             Wh/kg or                Wh/dm3 [7]. This gave the mass density  

         
          

       
       (1.81) 
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in kg/m3. The energy for the batteries was obtained from 

                    (1.81 b) 

Where          kg represents the mass of the batteries. The batteries did not only supply the 

plane with energy. Since they had a non-negligible mass the plane needed more energy to fly a 

certain distance carrying the batteries than it would have needed without them. Moreover, the 

velocity requiring minimum energy per distance changed as the mass increased. To find out at what 

distance the batteries actually took more energy to fly than could be extracted from them the 

following calculations were performed. 

The total energy required to fly a certain distance  ,          was 

                                          (1.82) 

Where      was the energy needed to accelerate the plane from        to       . To facilitate the 

calculations         and      were neglected as they were considered as very small compared to the 

other energies. The equipment in the plane needed some energy as well     , but if comparing their 

need of power with the power needed to fly the plane, it could be seen that the power for the 

equipment was very small (see Table 1 on page 52) and so its energy consumption could be 

neglected from equation (1.81). The derivative then became 

         

  
 
       

  
 
      

  
   (1.83) 

To make the calculations easier the following expressions were introduced  

   (     )         (1.84) 

     √
     

 
   (1.85) 

   
 

   
 √

 

     
   (1.86) 

           √    
 

    (1.87) 

And so the derivative became 

       

  
 (

  

  
 
        √    

 
 

    
 )     (1.89) 

As for       

   
 

 
             (1.90) 

 
          (1.91) 

 

   
 

 
        (1.92) 
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   √
   

     
    

 
   (1.93) 

 
 
were introduced and the derivative became 

      

  
 (     

  
  

     
 )     (1.94) 

The energy increase per extra battery with mass    could then be written as 

          
         

  
      (1.95) 

To find the distance where the energy consumed by the extra battery was larger than the energy 

supplied by the battery      , equation (1.81 b) was multiplied with the efficiency (see definition on 

page 13) and then subtracted from equation (1.95) giving 

                         (1.96) 

The wanted distance   was then found using from solving equation (1.96) numerically.    

Turn 

During turn the plane was assumed to keep a constant altitude and a constant speed. To find the 

angular velocity and turning radius for the plane the following equations were used 

      (  )      (1.97*) 

      (  )  
    

 

  
   (1.98*) 

               (1.99*) 

               (1.100*) 

where    represents the bank angle and    the velocity. The load factor   was introduced as  

  
  

 
 

 

    (  )
   (1.101*) 

giving 

   (  )  
√    

 
   (1.102*) 

Using equations (1.98) and (1.101) the turning radius was found to be  

   
  
 

  √    
    (1.103*) 

This gave the angular velocity    

   
  

  
 
  √    

  
   (1.104*) 

Using equations (1.1)-(1.4) and (1.97)-(1.100)   could be rewritten as  
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  √
   

       
(             )  (1.105*) 

From equation (1.105) it could be seen that the maximum value of the load factor       for a given 

velocity was 

      √
   

       
(                  ) (1.106*) 

And the minimum turning radius       and maximum angular velocity       was found by using the 

value of       in equations (1.103) and (1.104) respectively. 

To find the velocity giving the maximum value of the load factor        and the corresponding 

velocity       for a given value of         equation (1.105) was rewritten as 

  
  
   

  
 
       

 
 √

   

     
   (1.107*) 

and since 

  
   

  
 (

     

 
)
   
 

 

     
   (1.107 b*) 

      was found to be 

      [(
     

 
)
   
 

 

     
 
       

 
 √

   

   
]

   

 (1.108*) 

Two other aspects had to be considered when determining the maximum value of the load factor. 

The maximum value of the lift coefficient had to be considered to avoid a stall and so           was 

found to be 

          
         

 
   (1.109*) 

The other limiting factor was              , i.e. the maximum value of   so that the outer forces on 

the plane’s structure did not become unacceptably large. The value of that factor was completely 

depending on the structure and since no analysis was made of strength and durability, the value of 

              would remain unknown. 

Stall 

Since the selected airfoil had a maximum value for the lift coefficient, this could be a limitation for 

the airplanes performance in the different parts. Since exceeding the maximum value would lead to a 

stall, it had to be checked in each part that the results did not demand a too high value for the lift 

coefficient. If the maximum value was exceeded some design parameters had to be changed, to 

make sure that the value of the lift coefficient was kept within the permitted interval. 

Part 2, Analysis of parameters  

The goal with this part was to analyze how the planes energy consumption depended on the span  , 

the surface area of the airplanes body       and the battery volume     . The energy consumption 

depended on other variables as well, such as the lift coefficient   , the chord length   and a constant 
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   depending of the shape of the wing and relating the span to the wing area. These parameters 

were however assumed to take values in a narrow interval and were therefore not considered as 

interesting to study as the previously mentioned variables. To meet some conditions regarding size 

and performance the following conditions were set 

          m/s   (2.1) 

          m   (2.2) 

           (2.3) 

            km    (2.4) 

           (                      )  (2.5) 

Where   is the flight speed,   is the span,      is the volume of the batteries and   is the flight 

distance. The same parameters with index “   ” are the required values to meet the criteria set in 

the method part. Some useful relationships for the upcoming analysis are given bellow 

                  (2.6) 

            (2.7) 

        (   
     

      
)   (2.8) 

           
    (2.9) 

  
    

     
    (2.10) 

               (2.11) 

                     (2.12) 

                         (2.13) 

                    (2.14) 

Where    is a constant that relates   to the surface area of the wings,       is the area density of the 

material of the plane.        is a constant used to include the mass of the equipment in the mass 

of the plane’s body, see Appendix 3. Using equations (1.1) and (1.2)   could be expressed as 

  √
     

      
    (2.15) 

The energy consumption for a certain distance could be written as 

   ∫        (     )
  
  

   (2.16) 

since   was constant when keeping a constant speed. Because of this it was possible to study how 

the force, i.e. the energy consumption per distance, depended on the parameters instead of studying 
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the energy consumption for the entire distance, if keeping in mind that a certain volume of batteries 

were needed to fly the required distance. Using equations (2.6)-(2.14) the following expression was 

obtained 

  
 

  
 (      (                  )         )  (           

     

      
 
       

 

     
)

      (2.17) 

To see how   varied with       the partial derivative was calculated giving 

  

      
                 (2.18) 

The expressions for     and     are not given here but can be found from equation (2.17) The exact 

values were not important in this study, but what was important was that they were both positive, 

giving a positive value of the derivative for all positive values of      .   

Differentiating the force with respect to      gave 

  

     
        (2.19) 

Where     is a positive constant giving that (2.19) is positive for all values of     . 

For   the derivative became 

  

  
     

   

  
   (2.20) 

Where the constants     are positive. This showed that there was an extreme value for 

    
   

   
    (2.21) 

And that this was a global minimum point.  

The conclusion was thus that       and      should be as small as possible, while   should be placed 

as close to the minimum point as possible.  

The limiting factor for      was that there had to be enough batteries to fly the given minimum 

distance. This gave the condition 

                    (            ) (2.22) 

Where    is the energy density for the batteries, i.e. J/m3.     and     are positive constants that 

can be found if comparing equation (2.22) with equation (2.17).  

For       the factor limiting the minimum value was that the batteries and the other equipment had 

to be able to fit in the body. Also the stabilizer and elevator were considered to be part of      .  

Very rough calculations for the location of the minimum value of  ( ) showed that for reasonable 

values of the other parameters the minimum point would be placed at far larger values of   than was 

practically possible. It was therefor decided to make   as large as possible considering that the plane 

should still be easy to handle and to transport.  
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To meet the condition regarding a minimum speed the parameter values were put into equation 

(1.1) and (1.2) giving  

       
     

    
     

   (2.23) 

Now   was partially differentiated with respect to   , giving 

  

   
     

   

  
    (2.24) 

where     and     are positive constants. This showed that there as a minimum value for  (  ) at 

the location where 

      
  

   

   
    (2.25) 

To meet the requirement regarding a minimum speed and also be able to fly with the optimal value 

of        it was crucial that  

                (2.26) 

Starting from these criteria some different parameter values were tested and Matlab was used to get 

the results quickly.  

Part 3, Final analysis 

Now the same equations as in Part 1 were used, but this time with the new parameters values 

obtained in Part 2 as input 

      kg 

      kg 

     kg 

        m 

       m 

           

             

        m2 

           kW 

            N 

Stability 

Once the final values of the parameters were set the next step was to place the components in 

positions so that the center of gravity and the aerodynamic center came in suitable positions. This 

was an iterative process where first estimates of the position for the components were made.  
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Center of gravity 

The position for the center of gravity was calculated according to 

    
                                                                                   

                                     
 

(3.1) 

All lengths are given from the nose of the plane and towards the tail.       denotes the mass and 

      denotes the center of gravity for part     . 

Fuselage 

To find          , the fuselage was approximated with the shape shown in Figure 7 

 

Figure 7. A simplified drawing of the fuselage 

       m,      m,       m and      m  

This gave  

          
∑      
 
   

∑   
 
   

   (3.2) 

Where    is the mass of part i and    is the center of gravity for part  . This gave 

      
 

 
    (3.3) 

      
  

 
    (3.4) 

   was found by placing an “imaginary extension”, with mass     and length     
       

         
, at the 

top of part 3 to obtain the shape of a cone. This gave 

      
             

      
   (3.5) 

And so    was found from 

         
(      )              

  
  (3.6) 

𝑙  𝑙  𝑙  𝑙  

𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑙 
𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑠 
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Where        
   

 
  and,       

      

 
 

The shape of the main wing was approximated according to Figure 8 

 

Figure 8. A simplified drawing of the main wing 

        m and         m 

This gave 

         
               

       
   (3.7) 

where    was the distance from the nose of the plane to the front edge of the main wing. Moreover 

    
   

 
 and         

   

 
. 

As for the tail, it was divided into one horizontal part and one vertical part, as shown in Figure 9 

 

𝑙𝑤  𝑙𝑤  

𝑙𝑡𝑤  

𝑙𝑡𝑤  𝑙𝑡𝑤  
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Figure 9. A simplified drawing of the tail of the plane. The left part is vertical. The right part is horizontal and 

should be placed on top of the vertical one. 

        m,         m and         m. 

and so       was found to be  

                  
                       

           
   (3.8) 

where      
      

 
 and          

    

 
 and           

    

 
 

The batteries were placed in part 2 of the fuselage, which meant that 

         
  

 
     (3.9) 

The engine was place in part 1, giving 

      
  

 
    (3.10) 

The propeller was placed between part 1 and 2, giving 

            (3.11) 

The rest of the equipment was placed in part 3, and so 

            
  

 
    (3.12) 

The masses of the different parts were obtained by calculating the surface area of the different parts 

and then multiplying the areas with the area density       found in Appendix 3. Since it is considered 

to be common knowledge to calculate surface areas of basic geometries the procedure is not 

presented here. However, if the reader finds it interesting, the calculations are performed in the 

function file aeromass.m in Appendix 5. 

Evaluating Equation (3.1) using the expressions above gave the center of gravity for the plane. 

Aerodynamic center 

The position for the aerodynamic center, or the neutral point   , was found according to [5, 

Equation 21] 

   

     
    

  

 
 (  

   

  
)   (3.13) 

Where       represents the mean chord length, obtained from [5, Equation 3] 

      
      

   
 
 

 
         (3.14) 

  
    

     
    (3.15) 
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And     is the position of the neutral point, measured from the front edge of the wing. Furthermore 

      , estimated from [2, Table 6.4], and 
   

  
     , from [5, page 8]  

Stability margin 

The stability margin    was then calculated according to [5, Equation 21] 

   
       

     
    (3.16) 

Where           . 

   had to be a positive value for the plane to be stable and different values for    was therefore 

tested until a satisfactory stability margin was obtained. 
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5. Results 

Area and weight 

The results are already given as input parameters in the calculations part, see page 28. 

Flight performance and energy consumption 

Part 1, Rough Calculations 

Numerical results for the equations given in the rough calculations part were gotten from Matlab 

[18] and are presented below.  

Take off, Engine 

The acceleration to            m/s took 53 s and the acceleration, velocity and distance are 

showed as functions of time in Figure 10 and 11. Figure 12 shows the power and energy consumption 

during the same time period.  

 

Figure 10. Acceleration, velocity and distance as a function of time during the ground part of the take-off using 

the engine. 
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Figure 11. Acceleration, velocity and distance as a function of time during the ground part of the take-off using 

the engine. The figure is a part of Figure 10 and is supposed to give a better view of the acceleration and the 

velocity. 

 

 

Figure 12. Power and energy during the groun part of the take-off using the engine. 
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The energy needed for the ground part of the take-off was             MJ, which meant that 

               MJ had to be supplied by the batteries. As for the climb part, the velocity giving the 

maximum climb angle turned out to be                m/s and the corresponding angle was 

          degrees. This would require a value of     for the lift coefficient and was thus not 

possible to obtain. The maximum rate of climb showed to be              m/s at the velocity 

            m/s. The climb to service level took            s. During the climb, the plane flied 

   km in the  -direction. 

The power during the climb was the maximum power that the engine could supply, i.e.            

kW giving a total energy consumption of             MJ. Considering the efficiency of the 

powertrain, this meant that                MJ was supplied by the batteries. 

The absolute ceiling was above    km and the service ceiling     km. 

Winch start 

During the climb part of the winch start a constant speed of      m/s was kept for the case of no 

wind and a speed of      m/s, relative the surrounding air, was kept for the case of wind. Figures 13 

and 17 show the altitude of the plane during the winch start as a function of the distance, both for 

the case of no wind and for the case of a wind of    m/s in the  -direction. The force needed from 

the winch is showed in figures 14 and 18, the power needed can be seen in Figures 15 and 19 and the 

energy consumption is presented in figures 16 and 20 for the two different cases respectively. The 

energy needed from the winch during the climb was     MJ for the case of no wind and     MJ for 

the case of wind. For the ground part      MJ was needed for the case of no wind and      MJ for 

the case of wind. Considering the efficiency this meant that the winch had to be supplied with a total 

amount of      MJ and     MJ for the respective cases. 

 

Figure 13. The altitude as a function of the horizontal distance during the climb part of the winch start with no 

wind. 
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Figure 14. The force in the winch wire as a function of time during the climb part of the winch start with no 

wind. 

 

 

Figure 15.  The power as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with no wind. 
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Figure 16. The energy consumption as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with no 

wind. 

 

Figure 17. The altitude as a function of the horizontal distance during the climb part of the winch start with a 

constant wind of -5 m/s in the  -direction. 
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Figure 18. The force in the winch wire as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with a 

constant wind of -5 m/s in the  -direction. 

 

Figure 19. The power as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with a constant wind of -

5 m/s in the  -direction. 
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Figure 20. The energy consumption as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with a 

constant wind of -5 m/s in the  -direction.  

Steady level flight 

During the steady level flight the speed requiring minimum thrust turned out to be             

m/s and the corresponding thrust           N, giving a power of             kW. The velocity 

requiring minimum power showed to be             m/s and the corresponding power 

          kW. The velocity requiring the minimum energy per distance turned out to be the same 

as       , i.e.       m/s and the minimum energy consumption per km was then     kJ, which 

meant that the batteries supplied     kJ. The maximum velocity was            m/s and the 

corresponding power            kW. 

The distance where the batteries took more energy to fly than they supplied was      km. 

Turn 

The maximum value of the angular velocity is showed as a function of different constant values of 

the velocity in Figure 21. Figures 22 and 23 present the minimum radius of turn. The parameters 

denoted by “Pa” are the ones where the available power from the propeller was the limiting factor 

and the parameters denoted by “stall” are the ones where the maximum value of the lift coefficient 

was the limiting factor. The parameters presented in the figures are only defined for certain 

velocities, since for other values of the velocity they would take imaginary values. 
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Figure 21. Maximum value of the angular velocity during turn as a function of different values of a constant 

velocity 

 

Figure 22. Minimum value of the turning radius as a function of different values of a constant velocity 
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Figure 23. Minimum value of the turning radius as a function of different values of a constant velocity. A 

zoomed version of Figure 22 supposed to give a better view for velocities up to 45 m/s. 

Flight distance 

When letting the plane climb to service level using the engine, the maximum flight distance turned 

out to be      km, or      km if including the horizontal distance the plane travelled during the 

climb. If instead using the winch for the take-off, the maximum distance became      km. 

Part 2, Analysis of the parameters 

The second part was mostly about setting the parameter values in a methodical way. Using the 

procedure described in Part 2 of Calculations the following values were obtained 

The span      m 

The surface area of the body         m2 

The volume needed for the batteries            m3 

Together with equations (2.11)-(2.14) this gave  

          kg 

          kg 

         kg 

Giving a total mass for the plane of 

      kg 
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As for the other parameter values, it was found 

           

          

These values are already given as input in Part 3 of Calculations, but are repeated here to be kept in 

mind for the discussion. 

Part 3, Final analysis 

When using the more methodically set parameter values, the following results were obtained. 

Take off, Engine 

The acceleration to            m/s took    s and the acceleration, velocity and distance are 

showed as functions of time in Figures 24 and 25. Figure 26 shows the power and energy 

consumption during the same time period.  

 

Figure 24. Acceleration, velocity and distance as a function of time during the ground part of the take-off using 

the engine. 
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Figure 25. Acceleration, velocity and distance as a function of time during the ground part of the take-off using 

the engine. The figure is a part of Figure 24 and is supposed to give a better view of the acceleration and 

velocity 

 

Figure 26. Power and energy consumption as a function of time during the ground part of the take-off using the 

engine. 
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The energy needed for the ground part of the take-off was             MJ, which meant that 

               MJ had to be supplied by the batteries. As for the climb part, the velocity giving the 

maximum climb angle turned out to be                m/s and the corresponding angle was 

          degrees. This would require a value of     for the lift coefficient and was thus not 

possible to obtain. The maximum rate of climb showed to be           m/s at the velocity 

            m/s The time for the climb to service level, i.e.     m, could then be solved as 

           s and the energy needed was          MJ. This meant that                MJ was 

supplied from the batteries. 

During the climb the plane travelled    km in the horizontal direction. 

The absolute ceiling was above    km and the service ceiling     km. 

Winch start 

During the climb part of the winch start a constant speed of      m/s was kept for the case of no 

wind and a speed of      m/s, relative the surrounding air, was kept for the case of wind. Figures 27 

and 31 show the altitude of the plane during the winch start as a function of the distance, both for 

the case of no wind and for the case of a wind of    m/s in the  -direction. The force needed from 

the winch is showed in figures 28 and 32, the power needed can be seen in figures 29 and 33 and the 

energy consumption is presented in figures 30 and 34 for the two different cases respectively. The 

energy needed from the winch during the climb part was     MJ in the case of no wind and     MJ in 

the case of wind. For the ground part      MJ and      MJ was needed for the respective cases. 

Considering the efficiency this meant that the winch had to be supplied with a total of     MJ and     

MJ for the two different cases. 

 

Figure 27. The altitude as a function of the horizontal distance during the climb part of the winch start with no 

wind 
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Figure 28. The force in the winch wire as a function of the horizontal distance during the climb part of the 

winch start with no wind 

 

Figure 29. The power as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with no wind 
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Figure 30. The energy consumption as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with no 

wind 

 

Figure 31. The altitude as a function of the horizontal distance during the climb part of the winch start with a 

constant wind of -5 m/s in the  -direction 
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Figure 32. The force in the winch wire as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with a 

constant wind of -5 m/s in the  -direction 

 

Figure 33. The power as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with a constant wind of -

5 m/s in the  -direction 
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Figure 34. The energy consumption as a function of the time during the climb part of the winch start with a 

constant wind of -5 m/s in the  -direction  

Steady level flight 

During the steady level flight the speed requiring minimum thrust turned out to be             

m/s and the corresponding thrust           N, giving a power requirement of            kW. 

The velocity requiring the minimum power showed to be             m/s and the minimum 

power           W. The velocity requiring the minimum energy per distance turned out to be the 

same as        , i.e.      m/s and the plane was then consuming     kJ per km meaning that the 

batteries supplied     kJ. The maximum velocity was            m/s and the corresponding 

power            kW. 

The distance where the batteries took more energy to fly than they supplied was      km. 

Turn 

The maximum value of the angualar velocity is shown as a function of different constant values of the 

velocity in Figure 35. Figures 36 and 37 present the minimum radius of turn. The parameters denoted 

by “Pa” are the ones where the available power from the propeller was the limiting factor and the 

parameters denoted by “stall” are the ones where the maximum value of the lift coefficient was the 

limiting factor. The parameters presented in the figures are only defined for certain velocities, since 

for other values of the velocity they would take imaginary values. 
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Figure 35. Minimum value of the turning radius as a function of different values of a constant velocity 

 

Figure 36. Minimum value of the turning radius as a function of different values of a constant velocity.  
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Figure 37. Minimum value of the turning radius as a function of different values of a constant velocity. A 

zoomed version of Figure 22 supposed to give a better view for velocities up to 45 m/s. 

Flight distance 

When letting the plane climb to service level using the engine, the maximum flight distance showed 

to be     km, or     km if including the horizontal distance the plane travelled during the climb. If 

using the winch for the take-off, the maximum distance of flight was      km, i.e. the required 

minimum distance.  

Stability 

Setting        gave a stability margin of         . 

Design 

CAD 

The resulting CAD-model is presented in Appendix 1. 

Material 

It was decided to use fiberglass for the hull and wings, since that seemed to be a common material 

for sailplanes.    

Airfoil 

The airfoil naca-4414 was selected for the main wing and so the maximum value of the lift coefficient 

became          . For the tail wing it was decided to choose a symmetric airfoil, for example 

NACA 0012 S. See [11] for a link to a website with further information about the profiles. 
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Equipment 

Propulsion 

 

Figure 38. The propeller placement 

It was decided to have a divisible nosecone and place the propeller behind it, see Figure 38. The 

reason was that this enabled for easy maintenance and also that by placing the propeller in this 

position, the engine could be placed in the nosecone giving a more forward position for the center of 

gravity of the plane and thereby an increased stability margin. Figure 39 shows a foldable propeller 

from [14].  

 

Figure 39. A foldable propeller [14] 

Batteries 

The battery that was chosen was a Lithium Ion Polymer Battery with an energy density of 540 

Wh/liter and 260Wh/kg [10].  

Electrical engine 

The engine that was chosen was made by ENSTROJ and called EMRAX [6]. EMRAX is a Brushless AC 

motor that delivers 40kW at 3000 rpm. The weight is only 11.8 kg. Since 40 kW is more than what 

was needed it was decided to reduce the power from the engine, since it was taken for granted that 

an engine with this design also could be built to produce a lower power. A smaller engine would save 

some weight, but it was unknown how much the weight would be reduced, so to be sure not to 

underestimate it the original weight was used in the analysis. The EMRAX engine could be serially 

connected to produce higher power, but in this application such a solution was not necessary. 

Engine controller 

The controller that was chosen was SAC41 manufactured by PIKTRONIK [7]. The controller was used 

for vehicles and boats and could handle voltages from 80V to 400V. 

Servo 

No specific servo was chosen, but the weight of the servomotors was estimated to 2 kg per motor.  

Flight control system 

For the flight control system AP04M [9] was chosen. That is a UAV Navigation system that allows 

UAVs to fly constantly in IFR (Instrument Flight Rules). 
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Flight computer 

As flight computer a basic laptop was chosen with an estimated weight of 4 kg. 

Camera equipment 

The camera equipment was not studied in detail but was given a weight of 20 kg. 

Power consumption 

The power needed for the equipment is listed in the table below 

Power consumers Voltage [V] Amphere [A] Power [W] 

Motor controller 12 - - 

Servos 12 5 60 

Flight controller 12 0.2 1.4 

Flight computer 12 3 36 

Sum 
 

8 97.4 
 Table 1. The power consumption for some equipment 
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6. Discussion 

Take off, engine and winch 

The energy consumption for the take-off and climb using the engine,      MJ, corresponded to     s 

of steady level flight, or    km (   km if including the distance travelled during the climb). To achieve 

an as long flight distance as possible it seemed to be a good idea to use the winch instead of the 

engine, since the winch did not use any of the energy stored in the planes batteries. However, the 

energy to the winch had to be taken from some other source. An alternative would be to have a 

stack of batteries in the trailer used to transport the plane from place to place, or to use some 

existing energy source at the airfield.  

A longer distance of flight was not the only positive result obtained by using a winch. When 

comparing Figures 26 and 30 it could be seen that the winch actually required less energy to lift the 

plane to service level, than the plane needed when climbing on its own.  

If comparing Figures 30 and 34 one could see that the energy consumption for the winch decreased 

when the plane was starting against the wind. As for the take-off with engine, the wind speed for the 

surrounding air did not affect the energy for the climb as long as it was only blowing in the  -

direction. This was because the calculations of the take-off and climb using the engine were 

performed in a coordinate system relative the air and its movement relative the ground did not 

affect the altitude, as long as it only acted in the  -direction.  The winch however was fixed on the 

ground, so when performing the calculations in the take-off and climb using the winch part one had 

to consider the relative speed between the ground and the coordinate system following the wind, 

since the angle    depended on the distance between the winch and the plane. 

When testing the winch start for a case with wind in the positive  -direction it turned out that a 

negative force was needed from the winch to keep a constant speed in the beginning of the climb 

process. This was not possible since the value of the winch force could only be positive in this 

application. It is possible though that the plane would have lifted and climbed to the wanted service 

level anyway, but in that case the trajectory could not be predicted by the model used here. It was 

therefore decided that the start should be performed in a direction with no wind at all or with a wind 

in the negative  -direction. If not, another approach had to be taken regarding the analysis of the 

winch start. 

In a real application it is probable that the wind speed would not be constant, but change randomly 

as a function of time. This case would demand a more thorough analysis to predict the behavior of 

the plane but it was not performed in this project since there was not considered to be enough time.  

In Figures 27-34 and in the discussion above, only cases of wind in the  -direction have been 

mentioned. In the model used it was possible to have a wind in the  -direction as well, but since it 

was considered to be fairly unusual in a real application to have a constant wind going up or down, 

the value of that wind was set equal to zero.  

Steady level flight 

The main goal for the design process was to make a plane that could fly a long distance while 

consuming as little energy as possible. It was therefore an obvious choice to choose the cruise speed 

to be the speed requiring the minimum energy per distance. In this case it turned out to be the same 
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as the speed requiring minimum thrust. That could be explained by the speed being a constant, 

giving a constant force and thereby also constant energy consumption per distance equal to that 

force.  

The first part of the project, where the rough calculations part was used, had the main purpose of 

giving a feel for what flight distance would be possible to achieve in this application. The results 

showed that if putting enough batteries in the plane a very long distance of flight could be achieved. 

But as the volume of the batteries increased so did the mass of the plane and thus also the power 

needed for the flight. It was therefore of interest to bring as little batteries as possible while still 

having enough energy to fly a certain distance. The maximum range for the plane with parameter 

values as in the first part was      km, which was considered as very good. The power requirement 

however was      kW and it was suspected that this could be made much lower if the plane was 

made lighter. The analysis performed in the second part showed that this was actually the case. 

When settling for a specific wanted minimum range instead of using the more vague criteria of an “as 

long range as practically possible” it showed that only     kW was needed. The speed was practically 

the same as before but the energy consumption for the flight was 60% of the original. The price paid 

was a loss of range, but since      km meant     hours of flight it was decided to choose the second 

alternative since     hours corresponded to more than a normal day of work and was considered to 

be enough. 

From the results regarding at what distance the batteries consumed more energy than they gave, it 

could be seen that the distance in question was fairly long. Basically this meant that the more 

batteries that were put into the plane, the longer distance could be covered. This implied that it was 

possible to fly pretty long distances using an electric engine and batteries, and so electrical engines 

might be a possible substitute for the combustion engines used today. Finding out how long distance 

an electrically driven plane would actually fly was not the aim of this project but it was regarded as 

an interesting result anyway.  

In the analysis of the flight it was assumed that there was no wind, but this is usually not the case in a 

real application. Since all the equations that were used referred to a coordinate system following the 

surrounding air, all the velocities referred to this system as well. This did not affect the power for the 

plane, but a wind in the  -direction would affect the covered distance since the distance was 

referred to a coordinate system fixed on the ground. The difference in covered distance was equal to 

the wind speed multiplied with the time of the flight, so if flying in one direction all the time this 

could affect the covered distance quite a lot. For most applications though, the plane was supposed 

to land at the same place that it started from which meant that it would fly both with the wind and 

into the wind. In that case, the extra distance the plane gained when flying with the wind would 

cancel out some of the distance it lost when flying into the wind. This meant that the difference in 

covered distance was not as large as might have been thought. 

As previously mentioned in Part 1 of Calculations, the energy consumption for the equipment was 

excluded from the analysis, since it was deemed to demand a negligible amount of energy compared 

to the energy needed to drive the plane forward. Neglecting the energy for the equipment might be 

considered a bit strange, since without the equipment the plane could not fly at all. But since there 

were so many insecurities regarding the input parameters, there really was no way to, with good 
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accuracy, tell how much energy would be left for the equipment anyway and so it could be excluded 

from the analysis. 

Turn 

The planes performance during turn was not the main focus in this project. The only thing that 

mattered was that the plane actually could turn, and Figures 21-23, 35-37 showed that this criterion 

was met.The figures also showed that the aspect of stall was the limiting factor for lower velocities 

(     m/s for the first design and      m/s for the final design) while the available power from the 

propeller was the limiting fator for higher velocities. It would of course have been nice to have a 

smaller minimum turning radius for the higher velocities, but the higher power requirement would 

demand a larger and heavier engine and it was decided that a smaller turning radius was not worth 

the extra weight and need of space.  

Landing 

As might have been noticed, there was not any study of the landing in this project. The reason for 

that was that the plane was not expected to need any energy during the landing, except for the small 

amount needed for the equipment, and it was therefore considered better to spend the limited time 

available on parts that actually affected the energy consumption for the flight.  

Stability  

The criteria for the stability margin were that it should be larger than zero and preferably somewhere 

between         .The value obtained,      , was a bit small, i.e. the plane was a bit too close to 

being unstable. But since the plane would be steered in an autonomic way the stability margin was 

considered to be acceptable, since a computer was expected to be able to keep the plane stable.  

Some limitations 

All the values mentioned above depended strongly of design parameters such as wing area, span, 

maximum available power and the mass of the plane, equipment included. Flexibility in the design 

process provided means for a better performance, but there were also certain limitations to the 

design that had to be kept in mind during the design process. An obvious limitation was that there 

was a maximum value of how much stress the materials in the planes structure could actually take. 

Some materials and battery types available on the market were also fairly expensive, so a realistic 

budget would set a limit for the use of them. These aspects however were not considered in this 

project. One design aspect that had to be considered though was the maximum value of the lift 

coefficient for the airfoil used. During the ground part of the take-off and during the steady level 

flight this showed not to be a problem. But when climbing to service level the lift coefficient would 

set a limit to the maximum values of the climb angle and the rate of climb. To get a lower value of 

the lift coefficient the length of the chord had to be increased to get a larger wing area. This led to a 

larger value for the minimum thrust, but had to be done anyway to make sure that the plane did not 

stall.  
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7. Division of labor 
P. Rosén was responsible for the design and for choosing the equipment. He also made the CAD-

pictures and contributed with general knowledge about aviation. As for the report, he wrote the 

Summary and the parts of Method and Results regarding Design and Equipment. He also made 

Appendices 1 and 4. 

M. Lokatt performed the calculations and the programming and was also responsible for choosing 

the airfoils. She wrote the Introduction and the Pilot study, as well as the parts of Method and 

Results regarding Areas and weight and Flight performance. She also made the Calculations part and 

the Discussion, as well as Appendices 2, 3 and 5. 
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9. Appendices 
Below is a list of the appendices referred to in the report 

Appendix 1. CAD ......................................................................... Fel! Bokmärket är inte definierat. 

Appendix 2.  Estimation of take-off weight for Part 1 ................ Fel! Bokmärket är inte definierat. 

Appendix 3. Areas and weight for Part 2 .................................... Fel! Bokmärket är inte definierat. 

Appendix 4. Take-off using a winch ............................................ Fel! Bokmärket är inte definierat. 

Appendix 5. Matlab code ........................................................... Fel! Bokmärket är inte definierat. 
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Appendix 1. CAD 

In this appendix some pictures of the airplane are presented. They were made using Solid Edge [19]  
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Appendix 2.  Estimation of take-off weight for Part 1 

In this appendix the process of estimating the planes weight is described.  

Table 1.6 in [1] showed the mass of different components used for airplanes on the market. By 

choosing parts with parameter values similar to those for the plane in this project it was possible to 

get an estimate of the take-off weight. The appraised values are presented below 

 By dividing the mass of the wings by the wing area for some different sailplanes an estimated 

mass per wing area was obtained as               kg/m2. Assuming that the surface area 

of the wings was about     times the wing area, this gave a density per surface area of 

        kg/m2. Since the plane had a wing area of    m2, the estimated weigh for the 

wings beccame     kg.  

 The fuselage for sailplanes seemed to have a mass somewhere around     kg, so this value 

was used for This plane as well  

 The horizontal tail was given a mass of   kg, since that seemed to be a typical value for 

sailplanes 

 The mass of the engine was estimated to    kg, according to data from [6] 

 The equipment, i.e. aircraft control, camera etc, were given a weight of    kg 

This gave the plane a total mass of     kg. 
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Appendix 3. Areas and weight for Part 2 

This appendix gives an explanation to how the masses and areas in Part 2 to were obtained. 

Wings 

The area of the wings was 

            m2 

The perimeter of the wings was then estimated as 

                      m2 

Using a density per area of   kg/m2, i.e. the approximated value from Appendix 2 gave a mass of the 

wings  

      212 kg 

Body 

The surface area of the body was estimated as 

        m2 

The same mass density per volume as for the wings was used, but since the body also contained the 

engine and some equipment, the body was made thicker than the wings, giving a higher density per 

area. The mass of the body was found to be   

                        kg 

Batteries 

The volume for the batteries was gotten from equation (2.22) 

           m3 

Since the batteries’ density was known to be          the mass of the batteries became 

         kg 

Plane 

From the results above the surface area of the plane could be determined as the sum of the surface 

areas of the wings and the body 

           m2 

and the total mass became 

     554 kg 

i.e. the sum of all the masses. 
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Appendix 4. Take-off using a winch 

Aircrafts consumes a lot of energy in a traditional take-off and climb procedure. To save energy and 
thereby increase the aircrafts range and operating area, a winch start was studied.  
To be able to operate along a long coast line, from different airports and reduce the need of airborne 
transportation to the operating site, it was decided that the aircraft should be able to fit inside a 
trailer that could be driven on ordinary roads using a truck. A winch connected to the trucks engine 
and mounted at the trucks flatbed could be used to winch the aircraft up to its operating altitude.  
The setup for take-off is shown below.  
 

Figure 40. The set-up for the take-off using a winch  
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Appendix 5. Matlab code 

The code used for the calculations is given here. Note that the names of the variables used in the 

code are not the same as the ones used in the report, instead the commentary field gives an 

explanation of what the different variables represent.  

Main program, Part 1 

 
% Vindöga 2012 

  
% Bachelor thesis in Flight Dynamics 
% By Mikaela Lokatt 
% Latest update 2012-04-25 

  
close all 
clear all 
clc 

  
% If nothing else is said the parameters are given in the following units 
% - acceleration [m/s^2] 
% - velocity [m/s] 
% - length / distance / height [m] 
% - area [m^2] 
% - volume [m^3] 
% - weight [kg] 
% - force [N] 
% - power [W] 
% - energy [J] 
% - density [kg/m^3] 
% - Temperature [K] 

  
% Definition of parameters.  
raw=1.2; % density of air  
g=9.81; % gravity constant 
R=287.04; % universal gas constant ?? 
Tsea=288.15; % temperature at sea level 

  
v=[10:0.1:150]/3.6; % velocity of airplane 
q=0.5*raw*v.^2; % dynamic pressure 

  
% batteries 
vm=260/540; % constant relating mass and volume  
vtill=250; % available volume 
mtill=vtill/vm; % available mass 

  
% plane 
mplan=450; % mass of plne, batteries excluded 
mbattot=mtill; % mass of batteries 
m=mplan+mbattot; % mass of plane, batteries included 
volymbat=mbattot*vm; % battery volume 
S=16; % Wingarea 
b=20; % Span 
vingbredd=0.8; % mean chord length 
mb=7; % mass of back wheel 
mf=10; % mass of front wheel 
rb=0.2; % radius of back wheel 
rf=0.25; % radius of front wheel 
Swet=45; % surface area of plane 
W=m*g; % weight of plane, batteries included [N] 
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% Lift and drag 
Cfe=0.0055; % constant for drag coefficient 
Cd0=Cfe*Swet/S; % minimum drag coefficient 
AR=b^2/S; % constant for drag coefficient 
e=0.7; % constant for drag coefficient 
K=1/(pi*AR*e); % constant for drag coefficient 
Cl=1; % lift coefficient 
Clnoll=1; % lift coefficient at 0 degrees of att value of lift coefficient 
Clmax=1.6; % maximum 'usable' value of lift coefficient, i.e. ca. 90% of 

the maximum value 
Cdmax=Cd0+K*Clmax^2; % maximum value of drag coefficient 
Cd=Cd0+K*Cl^2; % drag coefficient 
Cdnoll=Cd0+K*Clnoll^2; % drag coefficient at 0 degrees of attack 
L=Cl*q*S; % lift force 
D=Cd*q*S; % drag force 

  
% Engine and propeller 
Pmot=25e3; % maximum power for engine 
etamot=0.92; % efficiency for engine 
etapr=0.8; % efficiency for propller 
Pa=Pmot*etapr; % maximum power from propeller 
Ta=Pa*ones(1,length(v))./v; % propeller thrust 

  
% Steady level flight (slf) 
slfh=600; % height for slf 
Lslf=W; % force equilibrium, lift and weight 
Tslf=D; % force equilibrium, thrust and drag 

  
% minimum thrust required during slf 
Trmin=2*W*sqrt(Cd0*K); % thrust 
VTrmin=((2/raw)^2*(K/Cd0)*(W/S)^2)^0.25; % velocity 
PTrmin=Trmin*VTrmin; % power 
ClVTrmin=W/(S*0.5*raw*VTrmin^2) % needed lift coefficient 
etapr=0.8; % propeller efficiency 
Pr=PTrmin; % power required for plane 
Pm=Pr/etapr; % power required for engine 
disp(['VTrmin = ' num2str(VTrmin) ' m/s']) 
disp(['PTrmin = ' num2str(PTrmin/1000) ' kW']) 

  
% minimum power reqiured during slf 
VPrmin=(1/3*(2/raw)^2*(K/Cd0)*(W/S)^2)^0.25; % velocity 
Prmin=4*(K*(Cd0^(1/3))/3)^0.75*(2*(W^3)/(raw*S))^0.5; % power 

  
% recomended velocity during slf 
Vrek=VPrmin*1.35; % velocity 
qrek=0.5*raw*Vrek^2; % dynamic preassure 
Cdrek=Cd0+K*(W/(qrek*S))^2; % drag coefficient 
Prek=Cdrek*0.5*raw*(Vrek^3)*S; % power 

  
% minimum energy per distance during slf 
Vminenergistracka=((4*K*W^2)/(Cd0*(raw*S)^2))^0.25; % velocity 
qminenergistracka=0.5*raw*Vminenergistracka^2; % dynamic preassure 
Cdminenergistracka=Cd0+K*(W/(qminenergistracka*S))^2; % drag coeffiient 
Pminenergistracka=Cdminenergistracka*0.5*raw*(Vminenergistracka^3)*S; % 

power 
disp(['the velocity requiring minimum energy per distance is ' 

num2str(Vminenergistracka*3.6) ' km/h']) 

  
% maximum velocity during slf 
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[vmaxslfPa,PvmaxslfPa]=maxhast(Pa,Cd0,K,S,raw,W) % calculates the maximum 

velocity and the corresponding power 

  
disp('---') 
disp(['VPrmin = ' num2str(VPrmin) ' m/s i.e. ' num2str(VPrmin*3.6) ' 

km/h']) 
disp(['Prmin = ' num2str(Prmin/1000) ' kW']) 
disp(['Vrek = ' num2str(Vrek) ' m/s i.e. ' num2str(3.6*Vrek) ' km/h']) 
disp(['Prek = ' num2str(Prek/1000) ' kW']) 

  
% Climb using engine 
srise=(Ta-D)/W; % sine for climb angle 
crise=sqrt(1-srise.^2); % cosine for climb angle 
Lr=W*crise; % lift orthogonal to flight trajectory 
vingbel=W/S; % wingload 
powerload=Pa/W; % powerload 

  
% rate of climb, a function of the velocity 
k0=powerload; 
k1=Cd0*0.5*raw*vingbel^(-1); 
k2=K*2/raw*vingbel; %crise.^2  
rclimb=k0-k1*v.^3-k2./v; % rate of climb 
sclimb=rclimb./v; % sclimb = srise, expressed in  an alternative way 
figure 
plot(v,sclimb); grid on 
title('sin(tata) as a function of v') 

  
% crise^2 is approximately =1. This will be used in future calculations 

  
% maximum climb angle 
fclimbv=v.^4+powerload*vingbel/(raw*Cd0).*v-4*vingbel^2*K/(raw^2*Cd0); % 

function used to check result from NRclimb 
figure 
plot(v,fclimbv); grid on 
title('to check IV for NRclimb') 

  
gissa=1; 
[svar]=NRclimb(powerload,vingbel,raw,Cd0,K,gissa,g,R,Tsea); % calculates 

the optimal velocity giving the maximu climb angle 
vsclimbmax=svar; % the wanted valocity 
sclimbmax=k0/vsclimbmax-k1*vsclimbmax^2-k2/(vsclimbmax^2); % sine of the 

maximum climb angle 
tatasclimbmax=asin(sclimbmax); % climb angle 
Clslimbmax=(W*cos(tatasclimbmax))/(S*0.5*raw*vsclimbmax^2) % required value 

of lift coefficient 
disp('---') 
disp(['speed for max climb angle v = ' num2str(vsclimbmax) ' m/s']) 
disp(['max climbangle tata = ' num2str(sclimbmax) ' rad, i.e. ' 

num2str(180/pi*sclimbmax) ' degrees']) 

  
% maximum rate of climb 
vrclimbmax=((2/raw)*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0)))^0.5; % velocity 
rclimbmax=k0-k1*vrclimbmax^3-k2/vrclimbmax; % rate of climb 
tatarclimbmax=asin(rclimbmax/vrclimbmax) % climb angle 
Clrclimbmax=(W*cos(tatarclimbmax))/(S*0.5*raw*vrclimbmax^2) % required 

value of lift coefficient 
disp(['the velocity for max R/C is v = ' num2str(vrclimbmax) ' m/s']) 
disp(['max R/C = ' num2str(rclimbmax) ' m/s']) 
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[densplot]=RCplot(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,raw,g,R,Tsea); % function to 

check the result for the rate of climb 

  
% time for climb part 
h1=1; % start altitude for the climb 
h2=600; % stop altitude for the climb  
dh=0.1; % step in height for 'stigtid' 

  
[tid]=stigtid(h1,h2,dh,powerload,vingbel,K,Cd0,g,R,Tsea,raw); % calculates 

the time for the climb 
disp('---') 
disp(['it takes ' num2str(tid) ' s to climb from ' num2str(h1) ' to ' 

num2str(h2) ' m']) 

  
% energy for climb part 
[energi]=stigenergi(h1,h2,dh,Pa,powerload,vingbel,K,Cd0,g,R,Tsea,raw); % 

claculates the energy for the climb 
disp(['it takes ' num2str(energi/1e3) ' kJ to climb from ' num2str(h1) ' to 

' num2str(h2) ' m']) 
disp('---') 

  
% absolute ceiling 
gissa2=13e3; % guessed start value for NRtopphojd 
ant=500; % maximum number of itterations for NRtopphojd 
%tant=ant; 
[nNR,htopp1]=NRtopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,gissa2,g,R,Tsea,ant,raw); % 

calculates the absolute ceiling using Newton Raphson's method 

  
if nNR>ant 
    hp1=1e3; 
    %hp2=20e3; 
    hp2=20e3; 
    [htopp2]=IHtopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,g,R,Tsea,hp1,hp2,raw); % 

calculates the absolute ceiling using 'intervall-halveringsmetod' 
    % if something goes wrong in NRtopphojd 
    htopp=htopp2; 
    disp(['(IH) the absolute ceiling is ' num2str(htopp) ' m']) 
else 
    htopp=htopp1; 
    disp(['(NR) the absolute ceiling is ' num2str(htopp) ' m']) 
end 

  
% service eiling 
ttgissa2=5e3; % guessed value for NRtjanstetopphojd 
ttant=500; % maximum number of iterations for NRtjanstetopphojd 
[ttnNR,tthtopp1]=NRtjanstetopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,ttgissa2,ttant); 

% calculates the service ceiling using Newton Raphson's method 

  

  
if ttnNR>ttant 
    tthp1=0.5e3; 
    tthp2=20e3; 
    [tthtopp2]=IHtjanstetopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,tthp1,tthp2); % 

calculates the service ceiling using 'intervall-halveringsmetod' 
    % if something goes wrong in NRtopphojd 
    tthtopp=tthtopp2; 
    disp(['(IH) the service ceiling is ' num2str(tthtopp) ' m']) 
else 
    tthtopp=tthtopp1; 
    disp(['(NR) the service ceiling is ' num2str(tthtopp) ' m']) 
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end 

  
% ground part of take-off 
% IV for startenergimark 
astart=0; 
vstart=0; 
tstart=0; 
Estart=0; 
avstart=[astart, vstart]; 
Fdrivmax=42*(Pa/1e3)^0.85; % static thrust for propeller 
vlyft=vrclimbmax; % velocity when the plane leaves the ground 
[tlyft,Elyft,amarkmax]=startenergimark(Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,Fdrivmax,

avstart,tstart,Estart,vlyft,Pa);  
% calculates time, velocity, distance, power and energy 

  
% Energy needed to fly 'timmar' hours when using the engine for the take-

off 
timmar=5; % hours 
flygtid=timmar*60*60; % seconds 
Energitotrek=Elyft+energi+Prek*flygtid; % if the recomended velocity 
Energitotmin=Elyft+energi+Prmin*flygtid; % if the velocity requiring 

minimum power 
disp('---') 
disp(['The energy consumption for take-off and ' num2str(timmar) ' h of 

flight with velocity Vrek is ' num2str(Energitotrek/1e3) ' kJ']) 
disp(['The energy consumption for take-off and ' num2str(timmar) ' h of 

flight with velocity VPrmin is ' num2str(Energitotmin/1e3) ' kJ']) 

  
% Energy needed to fly 'stracka' m when starting with engine 
stracka=1e6; % distance  
tidrek=stracka/Vrek; % time if recomended velocity 
Energistrackarek=Elyft+energi+Prek*tidrek; % energy consumption if 

recomended velocity 
tidmin=stracka/VPrmin; % time if the velocity requiring minimum power 
Energistrackamin=Elyft+energi+Prmin*tidmin; % energy if the velocity 

requiring minimum power 
tidv=stracka/Vminenergistracka; % time if the velocity requiring minimum 

energy per distance 
absolutEnergistrackamin=Elyft+energi+Pminenergistracka*tidv; % energy 

consumption if minimum energy per distance 
disp('---') 
disp(['The energy consumption for take-off and ' num2str(stracka/1e3) ' km, 

with velocity Vrek is ' num2str(Energistrackarek/1e3) ' kJ']) 
disp(['The energy consumption for take-off and ' num2str(stracka/1e3) ' km, 

with velocity VPrmin is ' num2str(Energistrackamin/1e3) ' kJ']) 
disp(['The energy consumption for take-off and ' num2str(stracka/1e3) ' km, 

with velocity Vminenergistracka is ' num2str(absolutEnergistrackamin/1e3) ' 

kJ']) 

  

  

  
% take-off using a winch 
rvinch=0.75; % radis of winch 
vstartvinchkonstv=47; % estimated value of velocity when the plane should 

leave the ground 

  
% % winch start with a constant force in the winch wire, not used any more 
% 

[hvinch3,tvinch3]=vinchstart3(raw,m,S,vlyft,tvinch,Fvinch,g,Clmax,Cdmax,W); 
% % function that calculates all sorts of things for the winch start 
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%  
% % winh start with a constant climb angle, not used anymore  
%  vxpstart=vlyft+27; % estimated start value for the winch start 
%  Lbana=600; % length of airfield 
%  

[tvinchbana,Fvinchbana]=vinchstartbana(raw,W,Clmax,Cdmax,S,vxpstart,Lbana,m

); 
% % function that calculates all sorts of things for the winch start 

  
vstartvinchkonstv=35; % estimated value for the velocity when the plane 

skould leave the ground 
aaa=1; % for the loop 
bbb=-1; % for the plots in the function files 
Fvinch=1e4; %  winch force for the ground part 

  
while aaa>0 
    % ground part 
    

[tvinch2,svinch2,Evinch2,avinch2max]=vinchstart2(Cd,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,ast

art,vstart,tstart,vstartvinchkonstv,Fvinch,bbb); 
    % winch start with constant speed 
    L0=1200-svinch2; % horizontal distance between plane and winch when the 

plane leaves the ground 
    

[hvinchkonstv,tvinchkonstv,Fvinchkonstv,avinchkonstvmax]=vinchstartkonstv(W

,m,raw,Clmax,Cdmax,vstartvinchkonstv,S,rvinch,L0,bbb,slfh);     
    if hvinchkonstv<slfh 
        vstartvinchkonstv=vstartvinchkonstv+1; % increases the 'lift-speed' 

if the plane doesn't reach the wanted service level        
    end 

     
    if hvinchkonstv>slfh % stops the iterations if the plane has reached 

the wanted altitude 
        aaa=-1; 
        bbb=1; % tells the functions to plot the results      
        

[tvinch2,svinch2,Evinch2,avinch2max]=vinchstart2(Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf

,astart,vstart,tstart,vstartvinchkonstv,Fvinch,bbb);         
        L0=1200-svinch2; 
        

[hvinchkonstv,tvinchkonstv,Fvinchkonstv,avinchkonstvmax]=vinchstartkonstv(W

,m,raw,Clmax,Cdmax,vstartvinchkonstv,S,rvinch,L0,bbb,slfh); 

     
    end 
end 

  
disp('---') 
disp(['using a winch it takes ' num2str(svinch2) ' m and ' num2str(tvinch2) 

' s for the plane to leave the ground']) 

  
% same as above, but this time with a onstant wind 
ccc=1; 
ddd=-1; 
vind=[-5 0]; % wind in x- and y-direction 
vvstart=0; % start velocity relative the ground 
tvstart=0; 
vvindlyft=32+vind(1); % 'lift-velocity' relative the ground 
Cmax=[Clmax Cdmax]; 

  
while ccc>0 
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[tvinchvindmark,svinchvindmark,Evinchvindmark,avinchvindmarkmax]=vinchvindm

ark(vind,Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,vvstart,tvstart,vvindlyft,Fvinch,ddd);    
    L0vind=1200-svinchvindmark; 
    

[hvinchvind,tvinchvind,Fvinchvind,avinchvindmax]=vinchvind(vind,vvindlyft,L

0vind,slfh,rvinch,Cmax,ddd,S,m,W,raw);     
    if hvinchvind<slfh 
        vvindlyft=vvindlyft+0.2; 

         
    end 

     
    if hvinchvind>slfh 
        ccc=-1; 
        ddd=1;       
        

[tvinchvindmark,svinchvindmark,Evinchvindmark,avinchvindmarkmax]=vinchvindm

ark(vind,Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,vvstart,tvstart,vvindlyft,Fvinch,ddd);         
        L0vind=1200-svinchvindmark; 
        

[hvinchvind,tvinchvind,Fvinchvind,avinchvindmax]=vinchvind(vind,vvindlyft,L

0vind,slfh,rvinch,Cmax,ddd,S,m,W,raw); 

     
    end 
end 

  
% turn 
vsvang=Vrek; % velocity 
[nmax,nmaxmax,nmaxstall,wmax,wmaxmax,wmaxstall,Rmin,Rminmin,Rminstall]=svan

gning(raw,S,K,Cd0,Clmax,Cdnoll,Clnoll,W,vsvang,Pa); 
% calculates n, angular velocity and turning radius 

  
% Energy for batteries 
mbat=1; % mass for one battery 
Ebat=mbat*260*60^2; % energy per battery 
volmass=260/540; % constant that relates mass and volume 
masskravd=absolutEnergistrackamin/Ebat; % mass of batteries needed to fly 

the distance 'stracka' 
volkravd=masskravd*volmass; % the needed volume 
Ebattot=Ebat*mbattot; % total energy for all the batteries 
tidbat=(Ebattot-Elyft-energi)/Pminenergistracka; % the possible time of 

flight 
sbat=Vminenergistracka*tidbat; % maximum flygsträcks med mbattot kg 

batterier 
disp('---') 
disp(['One battery contains ' num2str(Ebat) ' J']) 
disp(['it takes ' num2str(masskravd) ' kg batteries to fly the wanted 

distance keeping the speed that requires minimum energy per distance']) 
disp(['the batteries need ' num2str(volkravd) ' dm^3 ']) 
disp(['with ' num2str(mbattot) ' kg of batteries he range is ' 

num2str(sbat/1e3) ' km, meaning ' num2str(tidbat/(60^2)) ' hours of 

flight']) 
disp([num2str(vtill) ' dm^3 battereis have a weight of ' num2str(mtill) ' 

kg']) 

  
% distance when an extra battery requires more energy to fly than it 
% supplies 
Wny=W; % weight of plane 
langd=1e5; % guessed distance for energimassa 
dm=mbat; % mass of the extra battery 
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[langdkrit]=energimassa(h2,h1,Pa,K,Cd0,raw,g,S,Wny,vrclimbmax,langd,dm,Ebat

); 
% calculates the wanted distance 

  
% Reynolds number 
my=18e-6; % typvärde för luft 
Rey=raw*Vrek*vingbredd/my; % Reynolds tal 

  
% maximum g-forces for some parts 
gmm=amarkmax/g % ground part of take-off using engine 
gvm=avinch2max/g % ground part of take-off using winch 
gvl=avinchkonstvmax/g % climb part of take-off using winch  
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Main programs, Part 2 and 3 

 
% Designenergi3.m 

  
% Bachelor thesis in Flight Dynamics 
% By Mikaela Lokatt 
% Latest update 2012-04-25 

  
% For the design. This code is supposed to be a help when setting the 
% parameters for the plane. The goal is to make it fly with minimum energy 
% per distance while keeping a certain speed, having a maximum wing area 
% and a minimum range.  

  
close all 
clear all 
clc 

  
% If nothing else is said the parameters are given in the following units 
% - acceleration [m/s^2] 
% - velocity [m/s] 
% - length / distance / height [m] 
% - area [m^2] 
% - volume [m^3] 
% - weight [kg] 
% - force [N] 
% - power [W] 
% - energy [J] 
% - density [kg/m^3] 
% - Temperature [K] 

  
g=9.81; % gravity constant 
raw=1.2; % density of the air 
e=0.7; % constant for the plane 
Cfe=0.0055; % constant for the plane 
b=15; % maximum value of the wingspan 
%Vbat=0.2; % minimum volume required for the batteries 
Okropp=7; % surface area of the body 
rawp=180; % density of the airplane material 
rawb=(540/260)*1e3; % density of the batteries 
t1=0.05; % thickness of wings 
t2=0.10; % thickness of airplanes body, the 'extra thickness' is to 

compensate for the weight of engine and equipment 
k2=2.1; % konstant relating surface area of the wing with the chord length 

c 
vwant=30; % the velocity that is wanted for the steady level flight 
ck1=0.75; % suggested value to relate wingspan to wingarea 
S=b*ck1; % wing area 

  
Cltest=sqrt((Cfe*k2+Cfe*Okropp/S)/(S/(pi*b^2*e))); % the value of Cl 

requiring the minimun Force 
Cl=Cltest; % another name for future calculations 

  

  
% Finding out the minimum volume for the batteries if the plane should be 
% able to fly the distance lmin. Take-off not included 

  
% some constants to simplify calculations 
a301=g/Cl; 
a302=Cfe*k2+Cfe*Okropp/S+S*Cl^2/(pi*b^2*e); 
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a312=rawp*(t1*k2*S+t2*Okropp); 

  
a30=a312*a301*a302; 
a31=rawb*a301*a302; 

  
lmin=1e6; % wanted minimum distance 
rawe=540*60^2*1e3% energy density (per m^3) for the batteries 

  
Vbatmin=lmin*a30/(rawe-lmin*a31)% minimum volume required 
Vbat=Vbatmin; % the volume that should be used in future calculations 
mbat=rawb*Vbat % the mass of the batteries for volume Vbat 

  
Clplot=[0.7:0.01:2]; % Cl to check how F depends on it 
FCl=(rawp*(t1*k2*S+t2*Okropp)+rawb*Vbat)*(g./Clplot).*(Cfe*k2+Cfe*Okropp/S+

S*Clplot.^2/(pi*b^2*e)); % F as a function of different Cl 

  
Clvwant=((2*g)/(raw*vwant^2))*(rawp*t1*k2+(rawp*t2*Okropp)/(ck1*b)+(rawb*Vb

at)/(ck1*b)) % Cl needed to get the wanted velocity 
FClvwant=(rawp*(t1*k2*S+t2*Okropp)+rawb*Vbat)*(g./Clvwant).*(Cfe*k2+Cfe*Okr

opp/S+S*Clvwant.^2/(pi*b^2*e)); % the force reqiured if  
%the plane flies with the wanted minimum speed   

  
figure 
plot(Clplot,FCl,Clvwant,FClvwant,'r*');grid on 
title('The force needed as a function of Cl') 
legend('Cl','The maximum value of Cl to get a speed at least as big as 

wanted minimum speed') 
% further expanation to the plot: if the minimum value of F is at a 
% lower Cl than Clvwant (red star), the condition of a minimum speed is 
% fullfilled 

  
Cl2=Cltest; % just another name to use in the future 

  
mkropp=rawp*t2*Okropp; % mass of the body 
mving=rawp*t1*k2*S; % mass of the wings 
m=mkropp+mving+mbat; % total mass of the plane 

  
v2=sqrt(2*m*g/(Cl2*raw*S))% the flight speed with the parameters set 

  
% some tests to see that everything is OK 
[FClmin,pCl]=min(FCl) 
ClFmin=Clplot(pCl) 
Swet=Okropp+S*k2; 
Cd0=Cfe*Swet/S; 
K=S/(pi*b^2*e); 
Cd2=Cd0+K*Cl2^2; 
F2=Cd2*0.5*raw*v2^2*S 

  
vTrmintest=((2/raw)^2*(K/Cd0)*(m*g/S)^2)^0.25 % should be equal to v2 
Trmintest=Cd2*0.5*raw*vTrmintest^2*S % should be equal to F2 
FTrmintest=2*m*g*sqrt(Cd0*K) % should be equal to F2 

  
% gathering of input variables to vindfunk, a copy of the Vindoga-code but 
% with 'better' input-variables.  

  
mvek=[mkropp,mving,mbat]; 
batvek=[Vbat,rawb,rawe]; 
Svek=[b,S,Swet]; 
konstvek=[Cl2,Cd0,Cd2,K]; 
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vindfunk(mvek,Svek,batvek,konstvek); 

 
function vindfunk(mvek,Svek,batvek,konstvek) 

  
% Function-file that belongs to designenergi.m. The code is almost the same 
% as in Vindoga9.m, but this time the parameter values are taken from the 
% designenergi3-code. This is for Part 2 and Part 3 and 
% the results won't be the same as in Vindoga10 

  
% sorting the indata from designenergi.m 
mkropp=mvek(1); 
mving=mvek(2); 
mbat=mvek(3); 
Vbat=batvek(1); 
rawb=batvek(2); 
rawe=batvek(3) 
b=Svek(1); 
S=Svek(2); 
Swet=Svek(3); 
Cl2=konstvek(1); 
Cd0=konstvek(2); 
Cd2=konstvek(3); 
K=konstvek(4); 

  
raw=1.2; % density of air 
g=9.81; % gravitaty constant 
R=287.04; % universal gas constant??allmäna grav. konst. 
Tsea=288.15; % temperature at sea level 

  
% Vtill=Vbat; % available volume for batteries 
% mtill=mbat; % available mass of batteries 

  
% Airplane 
mplan=mkropp+mving; % mass of plane, batteries excluded 
%mbattot=mbat; % mass of batteries 
m=mplan+mbat; % mass of airplane, batteries included 
volymbat=Vbat; % volume of batteries 
mb=7; % mass of back wheel 
mf=10; % mass of front wheel 
rb=0.2; % radius of back wheel 
rf=0.25; % radius of front wheel 
W=m*g; % weight of plane, batteries inluded 

  
% Lift and drag 
Cl=Cl2; % lift coefficient 
Clnoll=0.4; % Cl vid vinkel 0 
Clmax=1.45 % maximum värde på Cl 
Cdmax=Cd0+K*Clmax^2 % maximum värde på Cd 
Cd=Cd0+K*Cl^2; % motståndskoefficient 
Cdnoll=Cd0+K*Clnoll^2; % Cd vid vinkel 0 

  
% L=Cl*q*S; % lyftkraft [N] 
% D=Cd*q*S; % motstånd [N] 

  
% Engine 
Pmot=15e3; % maximum power for the engine 
etamot=0.92; % engine efficiency 
etapr=0.8; % propeller efficiency 
Pa=Pmot*etapr; % maximum power from the propeller 
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% Steady level flight (slf) 
slfh=600; % height 

  
% minimum thrust required during slf 
Trmin=2*W*sqrt(Cd0*K); % thrust 
VTrmin=((2/raw)^2*(K/Cd0)*(W/S)^2)^0.25; % velocity 
PTrmin=Trmin*VTrmin; % power 
ClVTrmin=W/(S*0.5*raw*VTrmin^2) % required value of lift coefficient 

  
% minimum power reqiured during slf 
VPrmin=(1/3*(2/raw)^2*(K/Cd0)*(W/S)^2)^0.25; % velocity 
Prmin=4*(K*(Cd0^(1/3))/3)^0.75*(2*(W^3)/(raw*S))^0.5; % power 

  
% rekomended velocity during slf 
Vrek=VPrmin*1.35; % rekommenderad hastighet enl. tumregel 
qrek=0.5*raw*Vrek^2; % dyn. tryck 
Cdrek=Cd0+K*(W/(qrek*S))^2; % Cd vid Vrek 
Prek=Cdrek*0.5*raw*(Vrek^3)*S; % effektbehov vid Vrek 

  
% minimum energy per distance 
Vminenergistracka=((4*K*W^2)/(Cd0*(raw*S)^2))^0.25; % velocity 
qminenergistracka=0.5*raw*Vminenergistracka^2; % dynamic preassure 
Cdminenergistracka=Cd0+K*(W/(qminenergistracka*S))^2; % value of drag 

coefficient 
Pminenergistracka=Cdminenergistracka*0.5*raw*(Vminenergistracka^3)*S; % 

power 
disp(['the velocity requiring minimum energy per distance is ' 

num2str(Vminenergistracka*3.6) ' km/h']) 

  
% maximum velocity during slf 
[vmaxslfPa,PvmaxslfPa]=maxhast(Pa,Cd0,K,S,raw,W) 

  
disp('---') 
disp(['VTrmin = ' num2str(VTrmin) ' m/s']) 
disp(['PTrmin = ' num2str(PTrmin/1000) ' kW']) 
disp(['VPrmin = ' num2str(VPrmin) ' m/s dvs ' num2str(VPrmin*3.6) ' km/h']) 
disp(['Prmin = ' num2str(Prmin/1000) ' kW']) 
disp(['Vrek = ' num2str(Vrek) ' m/s dvs ' num2str(3.6*Vrek) ' km/h']) 
disp(['Prek = ' num2str(Prek/1000) ' kW']) 

  
% required power from the engine during slf if the velocity requiring 

minimum thrust 
Pr=PTrmin; % den effekt som behövs 
Pm=Pr/etapr; % motorns effekt  

  
% Climb  
vingbel=W/S; % wing load 
powerload=Pa/W; % powerload 

  
% maximum rate of climb 
k0=powerload; 
k1=Cd0*0.5*raw*vingbel^(-1); 
k2=K*2/raw*vingbel; % crise.^2 
% crise^2 is approximately =1, used in future calculations 
vrclimbmax=((2/raw)*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0)))^0.5; % velocity 
rclimbmax=k0-k1*vrclimbmax^3-k2/vrclimbmax; % rate of climb 
tatarclimbmax=asin(rclimbmax/vrclimbmax) % climb angle 
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Clrclimbmax=(W*cos(tatarclimbmax))/(S*0.5*raw*vrclimbmax^2) % required 

value of lift coefficient 
disp(['the velocity giving max R/C is v = ' num2str(vrclimbmax) ' m/s']) 
disp(['max R/C = ' num2str(rclimbmax) ' m/s']) 

  
% maximum climb angle 
gissa=1; % guessed value of speed for NRclimb 
[svar]=NRclimb(powerload,vingbel,raw,Cd0,K,gissa,g,R,Tsea); % calculates 

the velocity giving maximum climb angle 
vsclimbmax=svar; % the wanted velocity 
sclimbmax=k0/vsclimbmax-k1*vsclimbmax^2-k2/(vsclimbmax^2); % sine of the 

maximum climb angle 
tatasclimbmax=asin(sclimbmax); % climb angle 
Clslimbmax=(W*cos(tatasclimbmax))/(S*0.5*raw*vsclimbmax^2) % required value 

of lift coefficient 
disp('---') 
disp(['the velocity giving max climb angle is v = ' num2str(vsclimbmax) ' 

m/s']) 
disp(['max climb angle is tata = ' num2str(sclimbmax) ' rad, i.e. ' 

num2str(180/pi*sclimbmax) ' degrees']) 

  
% time for the climb 
h1=1; % altitude where the climb starts 
h2=600; % altitude where the limb stops 
dh=0.1; % step in altitude for stigtid 
[tid]=stigtid(h1,h2,dh,powerload,vingbel,K,Cd0,g,R,Tsea,raw); % calculates 

the time 
disp('---') 
disp(['it takes ' num2str(tid) ' s to rise from ' num2str(h1) ' to ' 

num2str(h2) ' m']) 

  
% energy for the climb 
[energi]=stigenergi(h1,h2,dh,Pa,powerload,vingbel,K,Cd0,g,R,Tsea,raw); % 

calculates the energy needed for the climb 
disp(['it takes ' num2str(energi/1e3) ' kJ to rise from ' num2str(h1) ' to 

' num2str(h2) ' m']) 
disp('---') 

  
% absolute ceiling 
gissa2=13e3; % guessed value for NRtopphojd 
ant=500; % maximum number of iterations for NRtopphojd 
[nNR,htopp1]=NRtopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,gissa2,g,R,Tsea,ant,raw); % 

calculates the absolute ceiling using Newton Raphson's method 

  
if nNR>ant 
    hp1=1e3; 
    %hp2=20e3; 
    hp2=20e3; 
    [htopp2]=IHtopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,g,R,Tsea,hp1,hp2,raw); % 

calculates the absolute ceiling using intervall halvering 
    % if something goes wrong in NRtopphojd 
    htopp=htopp2; 
    disp(['(IH) the absolute ceiling is ' num2str(htopp) ' m']) 
else 
    htopp=htopp1; 
    disp(['(NR) the absolute ceiling is ' num2str(htopp) ' m']) 
end 

  
% service ceiling, same as above but finds out where RCmax=.... 
ttgissa2=5e3; 
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ttant=500; 
[ttnNR,tthtopp1]=NRtjanstetopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,ttgissa2,ttant);  
if ttnNR>ttant 
    tthp1=0.5e3; 
    tthp2=20e3; 
    [tthtopp2]=IHtjanstetopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,tthp1,tthp2);  
    tthtopp=tthtopp2; 
    disp(['(IH) the service ceiling is ' num2str(tthtopp) ' m']) 
else 
    tthtopp=tthtopp1; 
    disp(['(NR) the service ceiling is ' num2str(tthtopp) ' m']) 
end 

  
% kolla RC sfa h 
[densplot]=RCplot(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,raw,g,R,Tsea); % used to check 

NRtopphojd 

  
% % stallhastighet vid olika vinklar 
% [vstall,tatastall,tatastalld]=stallhast(W,raw,S);  
% figure 
% plot(tatastalld,vstall); grid on 
% xlabel('vinkel [grader]') 
% title('Stallhastighet sfa vinkeln') 
% ylabel('hastighet [m/s]') 

  
% take-off on ground using the engine 
% some IV for startenergimark 
astart=0; 
vstart=0; 
tstart=0; 
Estart=0; 
avstart=[astart, vstart]; 
vlyft=vrclimbmax; % velocity when the plane is supposed to leave the ground 
Fdrivmax=42*(Pa/1e3)^0.85; % static thrust for propeller 
[tlyft,Elyft,amarkmax]=startenergimark(Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,Fdrivmax,

avstart,tstart,Estart,vlyft,Pa); 
% calculates lots of things for the take-off on the ground using engine 

  
% Energy needed to fly 'timmar' hours if using the engine during the take-

off 
timmar=5; % hours 
flygtid=timmar*60*60; % seconds 
Energitotrek=Elyft+energi+Prek*flygtid; % if the recomended velocity 
Energitotmin=Elyft+energi+Prmin*flygtid; % if the velocity requiring 

minimum power 
disp('---') 
disp(['The energy needed for take-off and ' num2str(timmar) ' h of flight 

if keeping the velocity Vrek is ' num2str(Energitotrek/1e3) ' kJ']) 
disp(['The energy needed for take-off and ' num2str(timmar) ' h, of flight 

if keeping the velocity VPrmin is ' num2str(Energitotmin/1e3) ' kJ']) 

  
% Energy needed to fly 'stracka' m when using engine during take-off 
stracka=1e6; % distance 
tidrek=stracka/Vrek; % time if the recomended velocity 
Energistrackarek=Elyft+energi+Prek*tidrek; % energy if the recomended 

velocity 
tidmin=stracka/VPrmin; % time if the velocity requiering minimum power 
Energistrackamin=Elyft+energi+Prmin*tidmin; % energy if the velocity 

requiring minimum power 
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tidv=stracka/Vminenergistracka; % time if the velocity requiring minimum 

energy per distance 
absolutEnergistrackamin=Elyft+energi+Pminenergistracka*tidv; % energy if 

the velocity requiring the minimum energy per distance 

  
disp(['The energy needed for take-off and ' num2str(stracka/1e3) ' km, of 

flight if keeping the velocity Vminenergistracka is ' 

num2str(absolutEnergistrackamin/1e3) ' kJ']) 
disp(['The energy needed for take-off and ' num2str(stracka/1e3) ' km, of 

flight if keeping the velocity Vrek is ' num2str(Energistrackarek/1e3) ' 

kJ']) 
disp(['The energy needed for take-off and ' num2str(stracka/1e3) ' km, of 

flight if keeping the velocity VPrmin is ' num2str(Energistrackamin/1e3) ' 

kJ']) 

  

  
% energy needed to accelerate the plane from the velocity uring climb to 

the cruise speed 
% i.e. the velocity requiering minimum thrust 
[Eaccluft]=accluft(vrclimbmax,VTrmin,Cd0,K,m,raw,Pa,W,S) 

  
% Take-off using winch 
rvinch=0.75; % radius of the winch 
vstartvinchkonstv=32; % guessed value for the speed when the plane is 

supposed to leave the ground 
Fvinch=2e4; % winch force during the ground part 

  
% % winch start with a constant winc hfroce, not used anymore 
% 

[hvinch3,tvinch3]=vinchstart3(raw,m,S,vlyft,tvinch,Fvinch,g,Clmax,Cdmax,W); 
%  
% % winch start with a constant angle of climb, not used anymore 
% % vinchstart med konstant stigvinkel 
%  vxpstart=vlyft+27; 
%  Lbana=600; 
%  

[tvinchbana,Fvinchbana]=vinchstartbana(raw,W,Clmax,Cdmax,S,vxpstart,Lbana,m

); 

  

  
% vstartvinchkonstv=32; %gissat värde för hastighet när planet lyfter från 

marken, behöver vara ganska hög!!! 
aaa=1; % for the loop 
bbb=-1; % for the plots in the loop 

  
while aaa>0 
    % ground part the take-off 
    

[tvinch2,svinch2,Evinch2,avinch2max]=vinchstart2(Cd,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,ast

art,vstart,tstart,vstartvinchkonstv,Fvinch,bbb); 
    % climb part of the take-off with a constant velocity 
    L0=1200-svinch2; 
    

[hvinchkonstv,tvinchkonstv,Fvinchkonstv,avinchkonstvmax]=vinchstartkonstv(W

,m,raw,Clmax,Cdmax,vstartvinchkonstv,S,rvinch,L0,bbb,slfh);     
    if hvinchkonstv<slfh 
        vstartvinchkonstv=vstartvinchkonstv+0.2; % increases the 'lift-

speed' if the plane didn't reach the service level        
    end 
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    if hvinchkonstv>slfh % stops the iteration if the plane has reached 

service level 
        aaa=-1; 
        bbb=1; % so that the functions plot the results 
        

[tvinch2,svinch2,Evinch2,avinch2max]=vinchstart2(Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf

,astart,vstart,tstart,vstartvinchkonstv,Fvinch,bbb);         
        L0=1200-svinch2; 
        

[hvinchkonstv,tvinchkonstv,Fvinchkonstv,avinchkonstvmax]=vinchstartkonstv(W

,m,raw,Clmax,Cdmax,vstartvinchkonstv,S,rvinch,L0,bbb,slfh);     
    end 
end 

  
disp('---') 
disp(['using a winch it takes ' num2str(svinch2) ' m and ' num2str(tvinch2) 

' s for the plane to leave the ground']) 

  
% same as above but with a constant wind 
ccc=1; 
ddd=-1; 
vind=[-5 0]; % wind in x- and y-directions 
vvstart=0; % start velocity, relative the ground 
tvstart=0; 
vvindlyft=29+vind(1); % velocity when the plane is supposed to leave the 

ground, relative the ground 
Cmax=[Clmax Cdmax]; 

  
while ccc>0     
    

[tvinchvindmark,svinchvindmark,Evinchvindmark,avinchvindmarkmax]=vinchvindm

ark(vind,Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,vvstart,tvstart,vvindlyft,Fvinch,ddd);     
    L0vind=1200-svinchvindmark; 
    

[hvinchvind,tvinchvind,Fvinchvind,avinchvindmax]=vinchvind(vind,vvindlyft,L

0vind,slfh,rvinch,Cmax,ddd,S,m,W,raw);     
    if hvinchvind<slfh 
        vvindlyft=vvindlyft+0.2;         
    end 

     
    if hvinchvind>slfh 
        ccc=-1; 
        ddd=1;                 
        

[tvinchvindmark,svinchvindmark,Evinchvindmark,avinchvindmarkmax]=vinchvindm

ark(vind,Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,vvstart,tvstart,vvindlyft,Fvinch,ddd);         
        L0vind=1200-svinchvindmark; 
        

[hvinchvind,tvinchvind,Fvinchvind,avinchvindmax]=vinchvind(vind,vvindlyft,L

0vind,slfh,rvinch,Cmax,ddd,S,m,W,raw);     
    end 
end 

  

  

  

  
% turn 
vsvang=Vrek; % velocity 
[nmax,nmaxmax,nmaxstall,wmax,wmaxmax,wmaxstall,Rmin,Rminmin,Rminstall]=svan

gning(raw,S,K,Cd0,Clmax,Cdnoll,Clnoll,W,vsvang,Pa); 
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% Energy for the batteries 
Ebat=rawe/rawb*etamot*etapr % energy per mass for batteries, multipled with 

the efficiency for engine and propeller  
volmass=1/rawb; % constant relating mass and volume 
masskravd=absolutEnergistrackamin/Ebat; % mass of the batteries needed to 

fly 'stracka' m 
volkravd=masskravd*volmass; % the volume needed 
disp('---') 
disp(['One battery containes ' num2str(Ebat) ' J']) 
disp(['it takes ' num2str(masskravd) ' kg of batteries to fly the wanted 

distance if keeping the velocity requiring minimum energy per distance']) 
disp(['the batteries need ' num2str(volkravd) ' dm^3']) 

  
Ebattot=Ebat*mbat; % total energy in all of the batteries 
tidbat=(Ebattot-Elyft-energi)/Pminenergistracka; % time of flight if mbat 

kg batteries 
sbat=Vminenergistracka*tidbat; % maximum range if mbat kg batteries 
disp(['with ' num2str(mbat) ' kg batteries the plane can fly ' 

num2str(sbat/1e3) ' km, giving a flight time of ' num2str(tidbat/(60^2)) ' 

hours']) 
disp([ num2str(Vbat) ' dm^3 have a weight of ' num2str(mbat) ' kg']) 

  
% the distance where an extra battery requires more energy to fly than it 
% supplies 
Wny=W; % weight of the plane 
langd=1e5; % guessed value of the wanted distance 
dm=1; % mass of the extra battery 
[langdkrit]=energimassa(h2,h1,Pa,K,Cd0,raw,g,S,Wny,vrclimbmax,langd,dm,Ebat

); 
% calculates the wanted distance 

  
% Reynolds number 
my=18e-6; % viscosity for air 
vingbredd=0.778; % mean chord length  
Rey=raw*Vrek*vingbredd/my % Reynolds tal 

  
% checking g-forces during some of the parts 
gmm=amarkmax/g % ground part of take-off using engine 
gvm=avinch2max/g % groun part of take-off if using winch 
gvl=avinchkonstvmax/g % climb part of take-off using winch 
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The rest of the code 

The files are presented in alphabetic order  

 

 
function [Eaccluft]=accluft(vrclimbmax,VTrmin,Cd0,K,m,raw,Pa,W,S) 

  
% calculates the energy needed to accelerate the plane from  
% climb speed to cruise speed 
Ta=Pa/vrclimbmax; % thrust 
v=[vrclimbmax]; 
s=[0]; 
E=[0]; 
t=[0]; 
dt=0.1; 

  
ja=1; % for the loop 
i=1; 
while ja>0 

     
    Clv(i)=2*W/(raw*S*v(i)^2); % lift coefficient 
    Cdv(i)=Cd0+K*Clv(i)^2; % drag coefficient 
    D(i)=Cdv(i)*0.5*raw*S*v(i)^2; 

  
    a(i)=(Ta(i)-D(i))/m; 
    v(i+1)=v(i)+a(i)*dt; 
    s(i+1)=s(i)+v(i)*dt; 

  
    P(i)=v(i)*Ta(i); 
    E(i+1)=E(i)+P(i)*dt; 
    t(i+1)=t(i)+dt; 

     
    Ta(i+1)=Pa/v(i+1); 

     
    if v(i+1)>VTrmin % breakes the loop if the requied velocity is reached 
        ja=-1; 
    end 

     
    if i>500 % breakes the loop if something has gone wrong 
        ja=-1; 
    end 
    i=i+1; 
end 

  
Eaccluft=E(end); % energy 

  
figure 
plot(t,v); grid on 
title('accluft, v as a function of t') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('v') 
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% aeromass.m 

  
% Calculates center of mass and aerodynamic center for the plane. Used to 
% analyse stability 

  
close all 
clear all 
clc 

  

  
croot=1; % length of chord, root 
ctip=0.5; % length of the chord, tip 
%bw=; % length of one half of the main wing, i.e. half of the span 

  
bmw=15; % span of main wing 
Smw=15*(ctip+(croot-ctip)/2); % area of main wing 

  
la=ctip/croot; % från lambda i artikeln 
cmean=(2/3)*croot*(1+la+la^2)/(1+la); % mean chord 

  
% Body 
racl=0.3; % radius of large cylinder 
racs=0.1; % radius of small cylinder 
thb=0.05; % thicknss of body 
rawp=225; % density of the plane 

  
    % nose cone 
    lc1=0.6; % length of nose cone 
    rcg1=lc1*2/3; % cg for nose cone 
    mc1=rawp*thb*pi*racl*(racl+sqrt(racl^2+lc1^2)) % mass of nose cone 

     
    % large cylinder 
    lc2=1; % length of large cylinder 
    rcg2=lc1+lc2/2; % cg for large cylider 
    mc2=rawp*thb*2*pi*racl*lc2 % mass of large cylinder 

     
    % part of cone between large and small cylinder 
    lc3=0.3; % length of part of cone 
    k=(racl-racs)/lc3; % slope of the cone 
    lc3p=racs*lc3/k; % length of imaginary top of the cone 
    mc3p=rawp*thb*pi*racs*(racs+sqrt(racs^2+lc3p^2)); % mass of the 

imaginary part of the cone 
    mc3=rawp*thb*pi*racl*(racl+sqrt(racl^2+(lc3+lc3p)^2))-mc3p % mass of 

real part of cone  
    rcg3=lc1+lc2+(mc3*(lc3+lc3p)/3-mc3p*(lc3+lc3p/3)/(mc3+mc3p)); % center 

of gravity for the real part of the cone 

     
    % small cylinder 
    lc4=1; % length of small cylinder 
    rcg4=lc1+lc2+lc3+lc4/2; % cg for small cylider 
    mc4=rawp*thb*2*pi*racs*lc2; % mass of small cylinder     

     
% main wing 
p0=1.2; % lenght between nose of plane and front edge of main wing 
kmw=2.1; % constant relating surface area to area (of main wing) 
mm1=rawp*thb*ctip*bmw*kmw; % mass of rectangular part of main wing 
mm2=rawp*thb*(croot-ctip)*bmw*kmw; % mass of triangular part of main wing 
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rcgmw=p0+(mm1*ctip/2+mm2*(ctip+(croot-ctip)/3))/(mm1+mm2); % center of 

gravity for main wing 

  
% tail part, i.e. tail wing + styrfena 
ksf=2.1; % constant relating the area and surface are, styrfena 
hsf=0.5; % height of styrfena 
sftip=0.2; % chord lenght of styrfena, tip 
sfroot=0.4; % chord length of styrfena, root 
msf2=rawp*thb*sftip*hsf*ksf; % mass of rectangular part of styrfena 
msf1=rawp*thb*(sfroot-sftip)*hsf*ksf; % mass of triangular part of styrfena 
rcgsf=lc1+lc2+lc3+lc4+(msf1*(sfroot-sftip)*2/3+msf2*(sftip/2+(sfroot-

sftip)))/(msf1+msf2); % center of gravity for styrfena 

  
ctw=0.2; % chord length of tail wing 
btw=1; % span of tail wing 
Stw=btw*ctw; % area of tail wing 
ktw=2.1; % constant relating surface area to area (tail wing) 
rcgtw=lc1+lc2+lc3+lc4+ctw/2; % cg for tail wing 
mtw=rawp*thb*ctw*btw*ktw; % mass of tail wing 

  

  

  
mmw=mm1+mm2; % mass of main wing 
rmw=rcgmw; % position of gravity for main wing 
msf=msf1+msf2; % mass of styrfena 
rsf=rcgsf; % position of gravity for styrfena 
mtw=mtw; % mass of tail wing 
rtw=rcgtw; % position of gravity for tail wing 
mbo=mc1+mc2+mc3+mc4; % mass of body 
rbo=(mc1*rcg1+mc2*rcg2+mc3*rcg3+mc4*rcg4)/(mc1+mc2+mc3+mc4); % position of 

gravity for body 
mba=250; % mass of batteries 
rba=rcg2; % position of gravity for batteries 
men=11; % mass of engine 
ren=rcg1; % position of gravity for engine 
mp=3; % mass of propeller 
rp=lc1; % position of gravity for propeller 
meq=20; % mass of equipment 
req=rcg3; % position of gravity for equipment 

  
m=[mmw msf mtw mbo mba men mp meq]; % mass of the different components 
r=[rmw rsf rtw rbo rba ren rp req]; % positions for the center of mass of 

the different components. r=0 at 
% nose of plain. Make sure that the positions of the components  
% corespond to the right masses!  

  
Vhmean=0.6; % hämta värde från Raymer 
dehda=0.24; % kolla med arne att detta värde är ok att använda!!! 
AR=bmw^2/Smw; 
ARh=btw^2/Stw; 
a=2*pi*AR/(2+AR); 
ah=2*pi*ARh/(2+ARh); 
lcg=(m*r')/sum(m) % center of gravity 
ecg=(lcg-p0)/cmean % center of gravity, normalised by mean length of chord 

and 'moved' so that 0 is at the front edge of the main wing 
enp=Vhmean*(ah/a)*(1-dehda) % neutral point, i.e. aerodynamic center 

  
check=enp-ecg % variable to check stability. If 'check' is positive, than 

the airplane is stable 
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function 

[langdkrit]=energimassa(h2,h1,Pa,K,Cd0,raw,g,S,Wny,vrclimbmax,langd,dm,Ebat

) 

  
% Calculates the energy consumption if the mass of he plane increases dm 

kg.  
% It doesn't give an exact value, since some (vare small) parts of the  
% energy consumption were excluded, but gives a good hint of at what  
% distance the batteries consumes more energy than they supply. 

  
W=Wny; % weight of plane, including X kg of batteris  

  
% Ground part- excluded since very small 

  
dEmarkdm=0; % energy during ground part, here set equal to zero to be 

excluded  

  
% Climb process. Changes in density are neglected 

  
v=vrclimbmax; % velocity during climb 

  
% some expression for future use 
b1=(h2-h1)*Pa;  
b2=4*sqrt(K*Cd0/3); 
b3=2/(raw*S)*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0)); 
namn=Pa-b2*v*W; 

  
% change in energy consumption as a function of the mass 
dElyftdm=(b1/namn+(3*b1*b2*sqrt(b3)*W^1.5)/(2*namn^2))*g;  

  
% Acceleration from speed during climb to cruise speed. Very small so 

neglected 

  
dEaccdm=0;  

  
% Steady level flight 

  
% some expression for future use 
c1=Cd0*S*0.5*raw; 
c2=K; 
c3=S*0.5*raw; 
c4=(4*K/(Cd0*(raw*S)^2))^0.25; 
ctot=(c1*c4^2+c2/(c3*c4^2))*g; 

  
%  change in energy consumption as a function of the mass 
dEflygdm=ctot*langd; 

  
% Total change in energy consumption 

  
dEtot=(dEmarkdm+dElyftdm+dEaccdm+dEflygdm)*dm; 

  
dEvek=[dEmarkdm dElyftdm dEaccdm dEflygdm]*dm; 

  
disp('---') 
disp(['The change in energy consumption for ' num2str(langd/1e3) ' km of 

flight is ' num2str(dEtot/1e3) ' kJ']) 
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disp(['The respective parts rom ground, climb, acceleration and steady 

level flight is ' mat2str(dEvek/1000) ' kJ']) 

  
% Finding out at what distance the batteries consumes more energy than they 

supply 

  
dEtotdl=ctot*dm; % change of energy as a function of the distance 

  
jj=1; % for the loop 
s2=2e3; % estimated value for the distance, to NR 
nn=1; % nimber of itterations 

  
% NR to find the wanted distance 
while jj>0 

     
    dEflygdm2=ctot*s2; 
    dEtot1=(dEmarkdm+dElyftdm+dEaccdm+dEflygdm2)*dm; 
    dEtot2=dEtot1-Ebat; 
    dEtotdl2=ctot*dm; 
    dEdE2=dEtot2/dEtotdl2; 
    s2=s2-dEdE2; 

     
    if abs(dEdE2)<1e-3 
        jj=-1; 
    end 

     
    nn=nn+1; 

     
    if nn>500 
        disp('something went wrong in energimassa, check what is wrong!!!') 
        jj=-1; 
    end 
end 

  
disp(['The distance when the batteries require more energy to fly than they 

supply is ' num2str(s2/1e3) ' km']) 
langdkrit=s2; 

  

  
 

function [tthtopp2]=IHtjanstetopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,tthp1,tthp2) 

  
% Calculates the service ceiling by using intervall halverings-metod 
hn=tthp1; % estimated lower value  
hu=tthp2; % estimated upper value 
dh2=hu-hn; % length of 'height' intervall 
a=10; % for the loop 
k3=0.508; % value of RC at the service ceiling 

  
% some constants 
g=9.81; 
R=287.04; 
T0=288.15; 
raw=1.2; 
at=-6.5*1e-3; 

  
while a>0     
    h=(hn+hu)/2;     
    T=T0-6.5*h/1000; % temperature as a function of height 
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    dens=raw*(T/T0)^(-(g/(at*R)+1)); % density as a function of height 
    b1=4*sqrt(K*Cd0/3); 
    b2=2*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0));  
    vRCmax=sqrt(b2/dens); 
    RC=powerload-b1*vRCmax-k3; % RC(h),the function whos 'zero' is to be 

decided 

     
    if RC<0 
        hu=h; 
    elseif RC>0 
        hn=h; 
    elseif RC==0 
        a=-10; 
    end 

           
  dh2=hu-hn; 
  if dh2<0.01 
      a=-10; 
  end 
end 

  
tthtopp2=h; % service ceiling 

 

 
function [htopp2]=IHtopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,g,R,Tsea,hp1,hp2,raw) 

  
% Calculates the absolute ceiling using intervall halvering 

  
hn=hp1; % estimated lower value 
hu=hp2; % estimated upper value 
dh2=hu-hn; % intervall for the 'height' 
at=-6.5*1e-3; 
a=10; % for the loop 

  
while a>0     
    h=(hn+hu)/2;     
    T=Tsea-6.5*h/1000; % temperature as a funtion of the height 
    dens=raw*(T/Tsea)^(-(g/(at*R)+1)); % density as a function of the 

height 
    b1=4*sqrt(K*Cd0/3); 
    b2=2*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0));  
    vRCmax=sqrt(b2/dens); 
    RC=powerload-b1*vRCmax; % RC(h), the function whos 'zero' is to be 

decided 
    if RC<0 
        hu=h; 
    elseif RC>0 
        hn=h; 
    elseif RC==0 
        a=-10; 
    end 

           
  dh2=hu-hn; 
  if dh2<0.01 
      a=-10; 
  end 
end 

  
htopp2=h 
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function [vmaxslfPa,PvmaxslfPa]=maxhast(Pa,Cd0,K,S,raw,W) 

  
% calculates the maximum veloicty for the plane at slf 
v=[45]; % initil value for v 
ja=1; 
i=1; 

  
while ja>0 
    Tav(i)=Pa/v(i); % thrust 
    qv(i)=0.5*raw*v(i)^2; % dynamic preassure 
    Dv(i)=Cd0*S*qv(i)+K*W^2/(S*qv(i)); % drag 
    fkn(i)=Tav(i)-Dv(i); % function whos 'zero' is to be found 

     
    if fkn(i)<0 
        ja=-1; 
    end 

     
    i=i+1; 
    v(i)=v(i-1)+0.2; 
end 

  
vmaxslfPa=v(end-2); % maximum velocity 
PvmaxslfPa=Tav(end-2)*v(end-2); % corresponding power 

  
figure 
plot(v(1:end-1),fkn); grid on 
title('to find the maximum veloity during slf') 
xlabel('v') 
ylabel('Ta-D') 

   
 

function [svar]=NRclimb(powerload,vingbel,raw,Cd0,K,gissa,g,R,Tsea) 

  
% funcion that calculates the speed giving the largest alue of the climb 
% angle, using NR method 

  
a=10; % for the loop 
xn=gissa; % estimated value of speed 

  
while a>0 
    f1=xn^4+powerload*vingbel/(raw*Cd0)*xn-4*vingbel^2*K/(raw^2*Cd0); 
    df1dv=4*xn^3+powerload*vingbel/(raw*Cd0); 
    dx=f1/df1dv; 
    xn=xn-dx;     
    if abs(dx)<0.01 
        a=-10; 
    end 
end 

  
svar=xn; % optimal speed for maximum angle of climb  

     

         
function 

[ttnNR,tthtopp1]=NRtjanstetopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,ttgissa2,ttant) 

  
% Function that calculates the service cieling 

  
h=ttgissa2; % estimated value of the height 
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% some constants 
raw=1.2; 
g=9.81; 
R=287.04; 
T0=288.15; 
at=-6.5*1e-3; 

  
n=1; % number of itterations 
a=10; % for the loop 
k3=0.508; % the value of RC at the service cieling 

  
while a>0 

     
    T=T0+at*h; 
    dens=raw*(T/T0)^(-(g/(at*R)+1)); 
    ddensdh=-(raw*at*(g/(at*R)+1)/T0)*(T/T0)^(-(g/(at*R)+2)); 

  
    b1=4*sqrt(K*Cd0/3); 
    b2=2*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0));     

  
    vRCmax=sqrt(b2/dens); 
    RC=powerload-b1*vRCmax-k3; % RC(h), function whos 'zero' is to be 

decided 
    dvRCmaxddens=-0.5/(sqrt(b2/dens))*b2/(dens^2); 
    dRC=-b1*dvRCmaxddens*ddensdh; 

     
    dh=RC/dRC; 
    h=h-dh; 

     
    densvek(n)=dens; 
    ddensdhvek(n)=ddensdh; 
    RCvek(n)=RC; 
    hvek(n)=h; 

     
    if abs(dh)<0.001 
        a=-10; 
    end 

     
    if n>ttant 
        a=-10; 
    end 
    n=n+1; 
end 

  
tthtopp1=h; % service cieling 
ttnNR=n; % number of iterations 

  

      
function 

[nNR,htopp1]=NRtopphojd(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,gissa2,g,R,Tsea,ant,raw) 

  
% function that calculates the absolute cieling 

  
h=gissa2; % estimated height 
at=-6.5*1e-3; 

  
n=1; % number of itterations 
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a=10; % for the loop 

  
while a>0 
 

    T=Tsea+at*h; 
    dens=raw*(T/Tsea)^(-(g/(at*R)+1)); 
    ddensdh=-(raw*at*(g/(at*R)+1)/Tsea)*(T/Tsea)^(-(g/(at*R)+2)); 

  
    b1=4*sqrt(K*Cd0/3); 
    b2=2*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0));     

  
    vRCmax=sqrt(b2/dens); 
    RC=powerload-b1*vRCmax; % RC(h), function whos 'zero' is to be decided 
    dvRCmaxddens=-0.5/(sqrt(b2/dens))*b2/(dens^2); 
    dRC=-b1*dvRCmaxddens*ddensdh; 

     
    dh=RC/dRC; 
    h=h-dh; 

     
    densvek(n)=dens; 
    ddensdhvek(n)=ddensdh; 
    RCvek(n)=RC; 
    hvek(n)=h; 

     
    if abs(dh)<0.001 
        a=-10; 
    end 

     
    if n>ant 
        a=-10; 
    end 
    n=n+1; 
end 

  
htopp1=h; % absolute cieling 
nNR=n; % number of itterations 

     

 
function [densplot]=RCplot(K,Cd0,powerload,vingbel,raw,g,R,Tsea) 

  
% Plots RC as a function of height 

  
h=[15000:1:20000]; % intervall for the height 
hm=ones(1,length(h));   

  
T=Tsea*hm-6.5*h/1000; % temperature as a function of the height 
densplot=raw*exp(-g*h./(R*T)); % density as a function of the height 

  
b1=4*sqrt(K*Cd0/3); 
b2=2*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0));     

  
vRCmax=sqrt(b2*hm./densplot); 
RC=powerload*hm-b1*vRCmax; % RC(h), function to be plotted 

  
figure 
plot(h,RC) 
title('RC sfa h') 
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function 

[tlyft,Elyft,amarkmax]=startenergimark(Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,Fdrivmax,

avstart,tstart,Estart,vlyft,Pa) 
% Calculates the velocity, distanc, power and energy for the take-off part 

on the ground 

  
Fdriv=[Fdrivmax]; % maximum thrust 

  
% some IV  

  
astart=avstart(1); 
vstart=avstart(2); 
v=[vstart]; 
vstopp=vlyft; 
a=[astart]; 
s=[0]; 
t=tstart; 
dt=0.01; 
P=[Fdriv(1)*v(1)];  
E=[Estart]; 

  
k2=Cdnoll*0.5*raw*S; % a constant used 

  
% moment of inertia 
Jb=0.5*mb*rb^2; % back wheel 
Jf=0.5*mf*rf^2; % front wheel 

  
Pmax=Pa; % maximum available power 

  
ja=1; % for the loop 
i=1; % number of itterations 

  
while ja>0;     

     
    a(i+1)=(Fdriv(i)-k2*v(i)^2)/(Jb/(rb^2)+Jf/(rf^2)+m); % acceleration 
    v(i+1)=v(i)+a(i+1)*dt; % velocity 
    t(i+1)=t(i)+dt; % time   
    s(i+1)=s(i)+v(i+1)*dt; % distance 
    if v(i+1)>vstopp % iteration stops if the velocity for 'lift' is 

reached 
        ja=-1; 
    end     
    Panv(i)=Pmax; % power used for the acceleration, i.e. the maximum power 
    E(i+1)=E(i)+Panv(i)*dt; % energy 
    P(i+1)=Fdriv(i)*v(i+1); % power in the just performed itteration 

     
    if P(i+1)<Pmax % limits the thrust so that the available power is not 

exceeded 
        Fdriv(i+1)=Fdriv(i); 
    else         
        Fdriv(i+1)=Pmax/v(i);  
    end 

     
    P(i+1)=Fdriv(i+1)*v(i+1); % power for the next itteration  
    i=i+1; 

     
end 
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tlyft=t(end); % time when the plane leaves the ground 
Elyft=E(end); % energy needed 
amarkmax=max(a); % maximum value of the acceleration  

  
figure 
plot(t(2:end),a(2:end)*100,t,10*v,t,s);grid on 
title('a ,v and s as a function of t during take-off on ground') 
legend('100*a [m/s^2]','10*v [m/s]','s [m]') 
xlabel('t [s]') 

  
figure 
plot(t(1:end-1),10*Panv,t,E);grid on 
title('P and E as a function of t during take-off on ground') 
legend('10*P [W]','E [J]') 
xlabel('t [s]') 

  
figure 
plot(t,Fdriv); grid on 
title('F_d_r_i_v_e as a function of t during take-off on ground') 
xlabel('t [s]') 
ylabel('F_d_r_i_v_e [N]') 

  
disp('---') 
disp(['the distance for the ground part of the take-off is ' 

num2str(s(end)) ' m']) 

  

 
 

function 

[energi2]=stigenergi2(h1,h2,dh,Pa,powerload2,vingbel2,K,Cd0,g,R,Tsea,raw) 

  
% function that calculates the energy needed between the heihts h1 and h2 

  
h=[h1:dh:h2]; % height intervall 
E=0; % IV for the energy 

  
for i=1:length(h) 
    dens=raw*h(i)/h(i); % if something goes wrong, check that h1 is not = 

0, since that gives division with 0 !!! 
    vs=sqrt((2/dens)*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0))); 
    RC=powerload-4*sqrt(K*Cd0/3)*vs; 
    dE=dh*Pa/RC; 
    E=E+dE; 
end 
energi2=E; % total energy 
 

 

 

 
function [tid]=stigtid(h1,h2,dh,powerload,vingbel,K,Cd0,g,R,Tsea,raw) 

  
% function that calculates the time needed to climb between the hights h1 

and h2 

  
h=[h1:dh:h2]; 
t=0; 
for i=1:length(h) 
    dens=raw*h(i)/h(i); % if wrong, check that h1 is not = 0, sine that 

will give division by 0 !!! 
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    vs=sqrt((2/dens)*vingbel*sqrt(K/(3*Cd0))); % velocity during climb 
    RC=powerload-4*sqrt(K*Cd0/3)*vs; % Rate of climb 
    dt=dh/RC; % time 
    t=t+dt; % time 
end 
tid=t; % total time 

  

  

 

 
function 

[nmax,nmaxmax,nmaxstall,wmax,wmaxmax,wmaxstall,Rmin,Rminmin,Rminstall]=svan

gning(raw,S,K,Cd0,Clmax,Cdnoll,Clnoll,W,vsvang,Pa) 

  
% Calculates some intresting parameters during the turn. Radius, angular 

velocity, angle of stall etc. 

  
g=9.81; 
v=vsvang; % velocity during turn 
fi=[0:0.2:90]*pi/180; % bank angle, radians 
n=1./cos(fi); % load factor L/W 
R=v^2./(g*sqrt(n.^2-1)); % turnign radius 
w=v./R; % angular velocity 
q=0.5*raw*v^2; % dynamic preassure 

  
nmax=(((Clnoll^1.5)/Cdnoll)*(Pa/W)*sqrt((raw*S)/(2*W)))^(2/3);% maximum n, 

a funtion of Cl/Cd 
nmaxmax=(((((3*Cdnoll/K)^0.75)/(4*Cdnoll))*(Pa/W)*sqrt((raw*S)/(2*W))))^(2/

3); % absolut maximum n 
nmaxstall=Clmax*q*S/W; % max n, to avoid stall 

  
wmax=g*sqrt(nmax^2-1)/vsvang; % angular velocity as a function of nmax 
wmaxmax=g*sqrt(nmaxmax^2-1)/vsvang; % angular velocity as a function of 

nmaxmax 
wmaxstall=g*sqrt(nmaxstall^2-1)/vsvang; % angular velocity as a function of 

nmaxstall 

  
Rmin=v^2/(g*sqrt(nmax^2-1)); % turning radius at nmax 
Rminmin=v^2/(g*sqrt(nmaxmax^2-1)); % turning radius at nmaxmax 
Rminstall=v^2/(g*sqrt(nmaxstall^2-1)); % turning radius at nmaxstall 

  
% finding the maximum value of n as a function of different constant  
% velocities for a given value at Pa 

  
vvek=[1:49]; % velocity 
qvek=0.5*raw*vvek.^2; % dynamic preassure 
nPa=sqrt((S/(K*W^2)*qvek./vvek).*(Pa-Cd0*S*qvek.*vvek)); % max n, 

considering Pa 
nstall=Clmax*qvek*S/W % max n, to avoid stall 

  
% find out where n>1 and the corresponding velocities 
leta=find(nPa>1); 
nPa1=nPa(leta(1):end); 
vvek1=vvek(leta(1):end); 

  
leta2=find(nPa1<1); 
nPa2=nPa1(1:leta2(1)-1); 
vvek2=vvek1(1:leta2(1)-1); 
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leta3=find(nstall>1); 
nstall1=nstall(leta3(1):end); 
vvek3=vvek(leta3(1):end); 

  
% leta4=find(nstall1<1); 
% nstall2=nstall1(1:leta4(1)-1); 
% vvek4=vvek3(1:leta4(1)-1); 

  

  
rPa=vvek2.^2./(g*sqrt(nPa2.^2-1)); % turning radius 
rstall=vvek3.^2./(g*sqrt(nstall1.^2-1)); % turning radius 

  
wPa=g*sqrt(nPa2.^2-1)./vvek2; % angular velocity 
wstall=g*sqrt(nstall1.^2-1)./vvek3; % angular velocity 

  
figure 
plot(vvek,nPa,vvek,nstall,'--'); grid on 
legend('n_P_a','n_s_t_a_l_l') 
title('maximum value of n as a function of v') 
xlabel('v [m/s]') 
ylabel('n') 

  
figure 
plot(vvek2,rPa,vvek3,rstall,'--'); grid on 
legend('r_P_a','r_s_t_a_l_l') 
title('minimum value of r as a function of v') 
xlabel('v [m/s]') 
ylabel('r [m]') 

  
figure 
plot(vvek2,wPa,vvek3,wstall,'--'); grid on 
legend('\omega_P_a','\omega_s_t_a_l_l') 
title('maximum value of \omega as a function of v') 
xlabel('v [m/s]') 
ylabel('\omega [rad/s]') 

  

 

 

 
function 

[tvinch2,svinch2,Evinch2,avinch2max]=vinchstart2(Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf

,astart,vstart,tstart,vstartvinchkonstv,Fvinch,bbb) 

  
% Winch start. Calculates the velocity, distanc, power and energy for the 

take-off part 
% on the ground.  

  
% some IV  
a=[astart]; 
v=[vstart]; 
vstopp=vstartvinchkonstv; 
s=[0]; 
P=[0]; 
E=[0]; 
t=tstart; 
dt=0.01; % step in the time vector 

  
k2=Cdnoll*0.5*raw*S; % useful constant 
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% moment of inertia 
Jb=0.5*mb*rb^2; % back wheel 
Jf=0.5*mf*rf^2; % front wheel 

  
% for the loop 
ja=1; 
i=1; 

  

  

  
while ja>0;     

     
    a(i)=(Fvinch-k2*v(i)^2)/(Jb/(rb^2)+Jf/(rf^2)+m); % acceleration 
    v(i+1)=v(i)+a(i)*dt; % velocity 
    t(i+1)=t(i)+dt; % time   
    s(i+1)=s(i)+v(i+1)*dt; % distance 
    if v(i+1)>vstopp % stop if the velocity for 'lift' is reached 
        ja=-1; 
    end     

     
    % Power and energy needed from the winch 
    P(i+1)=Fvinch*v(i+1); 
    E(i+1)=E(i)+P(i+1)*dt; 

     
    i=i+1; 

     
end 

  
avinch2max=max(a); % maximum value of the acceleration 
tvinch2=t(end); % time when the plane leaves the ground 
svinch2=s(end); % covered distance  
Evinch2=E(end); % total energy needed from the winch 

  
if bbb>0 
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),a,t,v,t,s);grid on 
    title('a, v and s as a function of time during ground part of winch 

start') 
    legend('a','v','s') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t,P,t,E);grid on 
    title('P and E as a function of time during ground part of winch 

start') 
    legend('P','E') 
end 

  

  

  

 
function 

[hvinch3,tvinch3]=vinchstart3(raw,m,S,vlyft,tvinch,Fvinch,g,Clmax,Cdmax,W) 

  
% Winch start. Climb part 

  
% some IV  
vx=[vlyft+25]; 
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vy=[0]; 
sx=[0]; 
sy=[0]; 
ay=[0]; 
ax=[0]; 
t3=tvinch; 
dt=0.001; % step in the time vector 

  
L0=[1200]; % horisontal distance between plane and winch when the plne 

leaves the ground 
Llina=1200; % length of the winch line 

  
i=1; % number of itterations 
kor=1; % for the loop 
n0x=0; % sed later to see if the if there's a negative speed in the x-

direction 

  
while kor>0 

     
    beta2(i)=atan(vy(i)/vx(i)); 
    Lkvar(i)=L0-sx(i); 
    betaW(i)=atan(sy(i)/(Lkvar(i)));     

     

  
    if beta2(i)<0 
        beta2(i)=pi+beta2(i); 
    end 

     
    vabs(i)=sqrt(vx(i)^2+vy(i)^2); 
    L(i)=0.5*Clmax*raw*S*vabs(i)^2; 
    D(i)=0.5*Cdmax*raw*S*vabs(i)^2; 

     
    Vbidy(i)=-Fvinch*sin(betaW(i)); 
    Dbidy(i)=-D(i)*sin(beta2(i)); 
    Lbidy(i)=L(i)*cos(beta2(i)); 

         
    Vbidx(i)=Fvinch*cos(betaW(i)); 
    Dbidx(i)=-D(i)*cos(beta2(i)); 
    Lbidx(i)=-L(i)*sin(beta2(i)); 

     

     
    fy(i)=(Lbidy(i)+Dbidy(i)+Vbidy(i)-W); 
    fx(i)=(Lbidx(i)+Dbidx(i)+Vbidx(i)); 

     
    ay(i+1)=fy(i)/m; 
    ax(i+1)=fx(i)/m; 

         
    vx(i+1)=vx(i)+ax(i+1)*dt; 
    vy(i+1)=vy(i)+ay(i+1)*dt; 

     
    sx(i+1)=sx(i)+vx(i+1)*dt; 
    sy(i+1)=sy(i)+vy(i+1)*dt; 

     
    t3(i+1)=t3(i)+dt; 

     
    Lavs(i+1)=sqrt((L0-sx(i+1))^2+sy(i+1)^2); 

     
    if vx(i+1)<0 && n0x==0 
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        disp('vinchstart3; the velocity in the x-direction is less than 0') 
        n0x=1; 
        betax0=beta2(end) 
        Vx=Vbidx(end) 
        Dx=Dbidx(end) 
        Lx=Lbidx(end) 
        Ly=Lbidy(end) 
   end 

        
    if L(i)<0 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchstart3 succeded') 
    end 

     
    if Lavs(i+1)>Llina 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchstart3 was cancelled since the plane is further away 

from the winch than the maximum length of the wireb') 
    end 

     
    if sy(i+1)<sy(i) 
        kor=-1; 
        i 
        disp('vinchstart3 was cancelled since the plane is loosing height') 
        Vy=Vbidy(end) 
        Dy=Dbidy(end) 
        Ly=Lbidy(end) 
        yhast=vy(end) 
        xhast=vx(end) 
    end 

     
    i=i+1; 

     
end 

  
figure 
plot(t3(1:end-1),beta2); grid on 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('beta2') 
title('beta2 as a function of time') 

  
figure 
plot(t3(1:end-1),fx,t3(1:end-1),fy); grid on 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('force') 
legend('fx','fy') 
title('forces as a function of time') 

  
figure 
plot(t3(1:end-1),Lbidx,t3(1:end-1),Vbidx); grid on 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('force') 
legend('Lift in x-direction','Winch force in x-direction') 
title('forces as a function of time') 

  
figure 
plot(t3,ax,t3,ay); grid on 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('acceleration') 
legend('ax','ay') 
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title('acceleration as a function of time') 

  
figure 
plot(vx,vy); grid on 
xlabel('vx') 
ylabel('vy') 
title('velocity in x- and y-direction during the winch start') 

  
figure 
plot(t3,vx,t3,vy); grid on 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('velocity') 
legend('vx','vy') 
title('velocity as a function of time') 

  
figure 
plot(sx,sy); grid on 
xlabel('x-led') 
ylabel('y-led') 
title('the planes trajectory') 

  
figure 
plot(t3,sy); grid on 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('altitude') 
title('altitude as a function of time') 

  
hvinch3=sy(end); 
tvinch3=t3(end); 

  

     
 

function 

[tvinchbana,Fvinchbana]=vinchstartbana(raw,W,Clmax,Cdmax,S,vxpstart,Lbana,m

) 

  
% Winch start. Climb part of take-off for the case of a constant climb 

angle. The coordinate system xp, yp  follows the planes trajectory 

  
% some angles 
betal=pi/4; 
betaw=pi/2-betal; 

  
% some IV  
vxp=vxpstart; 
sxp=0;  

  
L0=Lbana; % lengh of hte line 
dt=0.001; % step in the time vector 
i=1; % number of iterations 
kor=1; % for the loop 
t=0; % time 

  
while kor>0 

  
    sx(i)=sxp(i)*cos(betal); % distance in x-direction 
    sy(i)=sxp(i)*sin(betal); % distance in y-direction 

  
    Lkvar(i)=L0-sx(i); 
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    if sy(i)==0 
        betav(i)=pi/2; % limit for angle, to make sure that not division by 

0 
    else 
        betav(i)=atan(Lkvar(i)/sy(i)); % angle 
    end 

  
    betam(i)=pi/2+betal-betav(i); % angle 

     
    L(i)=0.5*raw*S*Clmax*vxp(i)^2; % lift 
    D(i)=0.5*raw*S*Cdmax*vxp(i)^2; % drag 

     
    Fvinch(i)=(L(i)-W*sin(betaw))/sin(betam(i)); % Force needed from the 

winch 
    Vbidxp(i)=Fvinch(i)*cos(betam(i)); % Winch force in xp-direction 
    Wbidxp(i)=-W*cos(betaw); % weight in xp-direction 
    Fxp(i)=Vbidxp(i)-D(i)+Wbidxp(i); % total force in xp-direction 
    axp(i+1)=Fxp(i)/m; % acceleration in xp-direction 
    vxp(i+1)=vxp(i)+axp(i+1)*dt; % velocity 
    sxp(i+1)=sxp(i)+vxp(i+1)*dt; % distance 
    t(i+1)=t(i)+dt; % time 

     
    % Reasons to stop the iterations 
    if Fvinch(i)<0 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchstartbana is cancelled since a negative value of the 

winch force was needed') 
    end 

     
    if Lkvar(i)<0 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchstartbana succeded') 
    end 

     
    % if something goe wrong 
    if i>1e4 
        kor=-1; 
        disp(' vinchstartbana was cancelled, check what wnet wrong!') 
    end 

     
    i=i+1; 
end 

  
figure 
plot(t(1:end-1),betav); grid on 
title('betav as a function of the time') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('angle') 

  
plot(t(1:end-1),betam); grid on 
title('betam as a function of the time') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('angle') 

  
figure 
plot(t(1:end-1),Vbidxp,t(1:end-1),Wbidxp,t(1:end-1),D,t(1:end-1),L,t(1:end-

1),Fxp); grid on 
legend('Vinch','W','D','L','Ftotxp') 
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title('forces as a function of the time') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('angle') 

  
figure 
plot(t,axp); grid on 
title('axp as a function of the time') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('acceleration') 

  
figure 
plot(t,vxp); grid on 
title('vxp as a function of the time') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('velocity') 

  
figure 
plot(t(1:end-1),sy); grid on 
title('altitude as a function of the time') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('altitude') 

  
figure 
plot(sx,sy); grid on 
title('höjden as a function of the distance') 
xlabel('distance in x-direction') 
ylabel('altitude') 

  
figure 
plot(t(1:end-1),Fvinch); grid on 
title('Vinch kraften as a function of the time') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('winch force') 

  
tvinchbana=t(end); 
Fvinchbana=Fvinch; 

     

     

    
function 

[hvinchkonstv,tvinchkonstv,Fvinchkonstv,avinchkonstvmax]=vinchstartkonstv(W

,m,raw,Clmax,Cdmax,vstartvinchkonstv,S,rvinch,L0,bbb,slfh) 
% Winch start. Climb process. Constant speed 

  
% some IV för  

  
vx=[vstartvinchkonstv]; 
vy=[0]; 
sx=[0]; 
sy=[0]; 
t=[0]; 
dt=0.001; % step in time vector 

  
% some IV 

  
wvinch=[0]; 
Pvinch=[0]; 
Evinch=[0]; 
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L=0.5*raw*S*Clmax*vx^2; % Lift 
D=0.5*raw*S*Cdmax*vx^2; % Drag 

  

  
vtot=[vx]; % absolute value of speed 

  

  
kor=1; % for the loop 
i=1; % number of itterations 

  
while kor>0 

  
    Lkvar(i)=L0-sx(i); % horisontal distance between plne and winch 
    svinch(i)=sqrt(Lkvar(i)^2+sy(i)^2); % absolute value of distance 

between plane and winch 

     
    alfa(i)=atan(Lkvar(i)/sy(i)); % angle to the winch 
    beta(i)=atan(vy(i)/vx(i)); % angle of climb 

     
    if sy(i)==0 
        alfa(i)=pi/2; % so not division by 0 
    end 

  
    k1(i)=sin(alfa(i))-cos(alfa(i))*vy(i)/vx(i); % constant, belongs to 

Fvinch 
    k2(i)=cos(beta(i))+sin(beta(i))*vy(i)/vx(i); % constant, belongs to D 
    k3(i)=sin(beta(i))-cos(beta(i))*vy(i)/vx(i); % constant, belongs to L 
    k4(i)=vy(i)/vx(i); % tillhör W 

  
    Fvinch(i)=(D*k2(i)+L*k3(i)+W*k4(i))/k1(i); % Force from the winch 

     
    % Power and energy for the winch 
    if i>1 
        wvinch(i)=(svinch(i-1)-svinch(i))/(rvinch*dt); % angular velocity 
        Pvinch(i)=wvinch(i)*Fvinch(i)*rvinch; % power 
        Evinch(i)=Evinch(i-1)+Pvinch(i)*dt; % energy  
    end 

         
    ax(i)=(Fvinch(i)*sin(alfa(i))-D*cos(beta(i))-L*sin(beta(i)))/m; % acc 

in x-direction 
    ay(i)=(-Fvinch(i)*cos(alfa(i))-D*sin(beta(i))+L*cos(beta(i))-W)/m; % 

acc in y-direction 

  
    vx(i+1)=vx(i)+ax(i)*dt; % speed in x-direction 
    vy(i+1)=vy(i)+ay(i)*dt; % speed in y-direction 
    vtot(i+1)=sqrt(vx(i+1)^2+vy(i+1)^2); % absolute value of speed 

  
    sx(i+1)=sx(i)+vx(i+1)*dt; % covered distance, x-direction 
    sy(i+1)=sy(i)+vy(i+1)*dt; % covered distance, y-direction 

  
    t(i+1)=t(i)+dt; % time 

     
    % Reasons to stop the iterations 
    if Lkvar(i)<2 % to avoid problems with division by 0 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchstartkonstv succeded') 
    end 
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    if sy(i+1)<sy(i) 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchstartkonstv was cancelled since the plane is loosing 

height') 
    end 

  
    if i>1e5 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchstartkonstv was cancelled because of too man iterations, 

check what went wrong') 
    end 

     
    i=i+1; 
end 

  
abel=sqrt(ax.^2+ay.^2); 
avinchkonstvmax=max(abel); % maximum value of aceleration 

  
% some plots, only plots for the last value of v_start 
if bbb>0 

  
    figure 
    plot(t,vtot); grid on 
    title('vtot as a function of time, shall be a constant value!!!') 
    xlabel('tid') 
    ylabel('vtot') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),ax,t(1:end-1),ay); grid on 
    title('acceleration as a function of time') 
    xlabel('time') 
    ylabel('acceleration') 
    legend('ax','ay') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t,vx,t,vy); grid on 
    title('hastigheter as a function of time') 
    xlabel('time') 
    ylabel('velocity') 
    legend('vx','vy') 

  
    figure 
    plot(sx,sy); grid on 
    title('altitude as a function of the distance horizontal distance') 
    ylabel('altitude [m]') 
    xlabel('horizontal distance [m]') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t,sy); grid on 
    title('sy as a function of time') 
    xlabel('time') 
    ylabel('sy') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),Fvinch); grid on 
    title('Winch force as a function of time') 
    xlabel('t [s]') 
    ylabel('F_w_i_n_c_h [N]') 
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    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),wvinch); grid on 
    title('wvinch sfa tiden') 
    xlabel('tid') 
    ylabel('vinkelhastighet') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),Pvinch); grid on 
    title('Power as a function of time') 
    xlabel('t [s]') 
    ylabel('P_w_i_n_c_h [W]') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),Evinch); grid on 
    title('Energy as a function of time') 
    xlabel('t [s]') 
    ylabel('E_w_i_n_c_h [J]') 
end 

  
hvinchkonstv=sy(end); 
tvinchkonstv=t(end); 
Fvinchkonstv=Fvinch; 

  
% testvariabler om något är fel 

  
% k1borjan=k1(1:5) 
% k2borjan=k2(1:5) 
% k3borjan=k3(1:5) 
% k4borjan=k4(1:5) 
% Fvinchborjan=Fvinch(1:5) 
% alfaborjan=alfa(1:5) 
% betaborjan=beta(1:5) 

  

  

  
function 

[hvinchvind,tvinchvind,Fvinchvind,avinchvindmax]=vinchvind(vind,vvindlyft,L

0vind,slfh,rvinch,Cmax,ddd,S,m,W,raw) 

  
% Winch start. Constant speed. Constant wind in x- and y-directions 
% some IV 
ux=vind(1); 
uy=vind(2); 
L0=L0vind; 
Clmax=Cmax(1); 
Cdmax=Cmax(2); 
ax=[0]; 
ay=[0]; 
vx=[vvindlyft-ux]; % speed relative surrounding air 
vy=[-uy]; % speed relative surrounding air 
sx=[0]; 
sy=[0]; 
t=[0]; 
dt=0.001; % step in time vector 

  
% some IV 

  
wvinch=[0]; 
Pvinch=[0]; 
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Evinch=[0]; 

  
L=0.5*raw*S*Clmax*vx^2; % lift 
D=0.5*raw*S*Cdmax*vx^2; % drag 

  
vtot=[sqrt(vx^2+vy^2)]; % absolute value of speed 

  
kor=1; % for the loop 
i=1; % number of iterations 

  
while kor>0 

  
    Lkvar(i)=L0-sx(i); % horisontal distance between plane and winch 
    svinch(i)=sqrt(Lkvar(i)^2+sy(i)^2); % absolute value between plane and 

winch 

     
    alfa(i)=atan(Lkvar(i)/sy(i)); % angle to the winch 
    beta(i)=atan(vy(i)/vx(i)); % climb angle 

     
    if sy(i)==0 
        alfa(i)=pi/2; % so not division by 0 
    end 

  
    k1(i)=sin(alfa(i))-cos(alfa(i))*vy(i)/vx(i); % belongs to Fvinch 
    k2(i)=cos(beta(i))+sin(beta(i))*vy(i)/vx(i); % belongs to D 
    k3(i)=sin(beta(i))-cos(beta(i))*vy(i)/vx(i); % belongs to L 
    k4(i)=vy(i)/vx(i); % belongs to W 

  
    Fvinch(i)=(D*k2(i)+L*k3(i)+W*k4(i))/k1(i); % force in the winch 

     
    % Power and energy for the winch 
    if i>1 
        wvinch(i)=(svinch(i-1)-svinch(i))/(rvinch*dt); % angular velocity 
        Pvinch(i)=wvinch(i)*Fvinch(i)*rvinch; % power 
        Evinch(i)=Evinch(i-1)+Pvinch(i)*dt; % energy 
    end 

       
    ax(i)=(Fvinch(i)*sin(alfa(i))-D*cos(beta(i))-L*sin(beta(i)))/m; % acc 

in x-direction 
    ay(i)=(-Fvinch(i)*cos(alfa(i))-D*sin(beta(i))+L*cos(beta(i))-W)/m; % 

acc in y-direction 

  
    vx(i+1)=vx(i)+ax(i)*dt; % speed in x-direction 
    vy(i+1)=vy(i)+ay(i)*dt; % speed in y-direction 
    vtot(i+1)=sqrt(vx(i+1)^2+vy(i+1)^2); % absolute value of the speed 

  
    sx(i+1)=sx(i)+(vx(i+1)+ux)*dt; % covered distance in x-direction 
    sy(i+1)=sy(i)+(vy(i+1)+uy)*dt; % covered distance in y-direction 

  
    t(i+1)=t(i)+dt; % time 

     
    % Reasons to stop the itterations 
    if Lkvar(i)<2 % to avoid division with 0 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchvind succeded') 
    end 

  
    if sy(i+1)<sy(i) 
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        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchvind was ancelled since the plane was loosing height') 
    end 

  
    if i>1e5 
        kor=-1; 
        disp('vinchvind was cancelled because of a too many itterations. 

Check what went wrong!') 
    end 

      
    i=i+1; 
end 

  
abel=sqrt(ax.^2+ay.^2); 
avinchvindmax=max(abel); % maximum value of acceleration 

  
% some plots, only plots for the last value of v_start 
if ddd>0 

  
    figure 
    plot(t,vtot); grid on 
    title('vtot as a function of time, shall be a constant!!!') 
    xlabel('tid') 
    ylabel('vtot') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),ax,t(1:end-1),ay); grid on 
    title('acceleration as a function of time') 
    xlabel('time') 
    ylabel('acceleration') 
    legend('ax','ay') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t,vx,t,vy); grid on 
    title('velocity relative the surrounding air as a function of time') 
    xlabel('time') 
    ylabel('velocity') 
    legend('vx','vy') 

  
    figure 
    plot(sx,sy); grid on 
    title('altitude as a function of horizontal distance') 
    ylabel('altitude [m]') 
    xlabel('horizontal distance [m]') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t,sy); grid on 
    title('sy as a function of time') 
    xlabel('time') 
    ylabel('sy') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),Fvinch); grid on 
    title('Winch force as a function of time') 
    xlabel('t [s]') 
    ylabel('F_w_i_n_c_h [N]') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),wvinch); grid on 
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    title('wvinch as a function of time') 
    xlabel('time') 
    ylabel('angular velocity') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),Pvinch); grid on 
    title('Power as a function of time') 
    xlabel('t [s]') 
    ylabel('P_w_i_n_c_h [W]') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),Evinch); grid on 
    title('Energy as a function of time') 
    xlabel('t [s]') 
    ylabel('E_w_i_n_c_h [J]') 
end 

  
hvinchvind=sy(end); 
tvinchvind=t(end); 
Fvinchvind=Fvinch; 

  
% some variables to check if something has gone wrong 

  
% k1borjan=k1(1:5) 
% k2borjan=k2(1:5) 
% k3borjan=k3(1:5) 
% k4borjan=k4(1:5) 
% Fvinchborjan=Fvinch(1:5) 
% alfaborjan=alfa(1:5) 
% betaborjan=beta(1:5) 

  
 

 

 
function 

[tvinchvindmark,svinchvindmark,Evinchvindmark,avinchvindmarkmax]=vinchvindm

ark(vind,Cdnoll,raw,m,S,mb,mf,rb,rf,vvstart,tvstart,vvindlyft,Fvinch,ddd) 

  
% Winch start. Ground part. With wind 

  
% some IV 
ux=vind(1); % wind speed in x-direction 
v=[vvstart-ux]; % speed relative the surrounding air 
vstopp=vvindlyft-ux; % stop value for speed, relative the surrounding air 
s=[0]; 
P=[0]; 
E=[0]; 
t=tvstart; 
dt=0.01; % step in the time vector 

  
k2=Cdnoll*0.5*raw*S; % useful constant 

  
% moment of inertia 
Jb=0.5*mb*rb^2; % back wheel 
Jf=0.5*mf*rf^2; % front wheel 

  
ja=1; % for the loop 
i=1; % number of itterations 
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while ja>0;     

     
    a(i)=(Fvinch-k2*v(i)^2)/(Jb/(rb^2)+Jf/(rf^2)+m); % acceleration 
    v(i+1)=v(i)+a(i)*dt; % velocity, relative surrounding air 
    t(i+1)=t(i)+dt; % time   
    s(i+1)=s(i)+(v(i+1)+ux)*dt; % covered distance, relative ground 
    if v(i+1)>vstopp % stop if reached velocity for 'lift' 
        ja=-1; 
    end     

     
    % Power and energy needed from the winch 
    P(i+1)=Fvinch*(v(i+1)+ux); 
    E(i+1)=E(i)+P(i+1)*dt; 

     
    i=i+1; 

     
    if i>1e3 
        ja=-1; 
        disp('something went wrong in vinchvindmark, check if Fvinch is too 

small...') 
    end 
end 

  
avinchvindmarkmax=max(a); % maximum acceleration 
tvinchvindmark=t(end); % time for 'lift'  
svinchvindmark=s(end); % covered distance when 'lift' 
Evinchvindmark=E(end); % total energy needed from the winch 

  
if ddd>0 
    figure 
    plot(t(1:end-1),a,t,v,t,s);grid on 
    title('a and v as a function of t during the ground part of the take-

off using winch') 
    legend('a','v','s') 

  
    figure 
    plot(t,P,t,E);grid on 
    title('P and E as a function of t during the ground part of the take-

off using winch') 
    legend('P','E') 
end 

  


